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Shot and shell flew all around the gallaot boys as they hurried across tlle bridge, carry·
ing their wounded with them. "Steady, boys," cried Dick, keeping them
in good order. The redcoats pressed on fiercely behi11d.
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Driven Back
GUILFORD

By HARRY MOORE

CHAPTER !.-The Boy On t he White Horse.
The Liberty Boys wer e in North Carolina, near
Guilford, waiting for Cornwallis to advance,
General Nathaniel Greene having expressed a desire to meet the British · leader. · Cornwallis had
been trying for a month t o engage Greene in a
fight, and it- was quite likely that he would accept the challenge. The Liberty Boys, a band of
one hundred brave young American .patriots, under the lead of Dick Slater, a boy - from Westchester, New York, had been operating in North
Car olina, along the Haw River and its tributaries
for some time, under Light Horse Harry ,Lee
and others, and had joined Greene, near Guilford Courthouse, expecting that there would be
something to do in a short time. •on a pleasant
Mar ch afternoon, the Liberty Boys being in
ca mp in a wood some miles from Guilford, Dick
S later, the gallant young captain; Bob Estab1·ook, the first lieutenant, and nine or ten of
t he boys were riding along the road on the watch
for enemies of any sort and seeking information
of use to General Greene.
With Dick and Bob were Ben Spurlock, one
of the liveliest and jolliest of the Liberty Boys,
-Jack Warren, Sam Sanderson, Harry Thurber
a nd Harry Judson and four or five more, all
h igh-spirited boys, ready for any adventure and
t horoughly dependable in an emergency. Dick
and Bob rode a little ahead of the others and
w re talking together earnestly, when the sound
of some sort of disturbance was heard just
a r ound a bend in the road in front of them.
"Give it to the rebel!" Dick heard some one,
shout, and then there was a roar and the sound
of blows.
"Hallo! here's a chance for us t o interfere!"
cried Dick. "Come on, Bob! F orward, boys!"
At once Dick sped ahead on his coal-black
Arabian, Bob riding alongside on his bay, with
J ack on his s1;>eedy bay mare, Ben on a roan, the
t wo Harrys on a pair of well-matched sorrels,
and the others well mounted comirig on behind.
As Dick and Bob shot around the bend in the
road they saw a roughly dressed boy on a white
horse, trying to keep off six or seven hulking
big f e1lows, some mounted, but most of them on
·
foo t, who had attacted him.
" Lick the r ebel! Pitch him into t e creek!"
bawled one big fellow on a scrubb)< brown horse,
with a stump tail and one clipped ear.
T he rest were yelling at the top of their
voices and press ing forward to attack the boy

,.

on the white horse, who was having a good deal
of trouble to defend himself against so many.
"Take the fellow on the stump-tailed brown,
Bob !" cried Dick. "I'll attend to the one · on the
gray."
Bob, on_ his bay, dashed forward, gave the
boy on the brown a cuff on the ear and the
b!own a crack on the flank, Dick unhorsing the
big boy on the gray and sending him tumbling
into the ditch, while his club flew up in the air
and :landed on .the head of one of the boys on
foot.
."Help the boy on the white horse, boys!" cried
Dick, as he leaped from his black and rushed
into the midst of the crowd of Tory boys, for so
.
they seemed.
Ben and Jack were out of the saddle in a
moment and began pummeling the assailants of
the boy on the white horse, the two Harrys on
their sorrels riding into the crowd and scattering them r ight and left. In a very short time
the boy on the white horse was left alone with
the dozen Liberty Boys, his assailants being no·
where in sight.
"Thank you, Captain, " he said. "I was having
a right tough time with those skunks when you
came up, and I don't know if I could have managed 'em all if you hadn't."
"Who are they, my boy?"
"A lot of Tory skunks and bullies-Ham
Wright, Bill Duggins, Pete Warmer and some
others I don't know. They've told me .t hey'd
lick me before now, but no one or two of 'em
.
ever tried it."
"That sort always go in droves, like wolves,
and never will attack one singly,'' muttered Bob.
"It's' more than you could expect."
','Yes, and I generally kept out of their way
when they're together," returned the boy on the
white horse, " but this time they took me by
surpl'ise when I was carrying a bag of corn to
the mill t o get ground, and I would have had
a ha ·d time of it, I reckon, if you and the
Liberty Boys hadn't come up when you "did."
"You• know us, then 'I" smiling.
"Yes, Captain. I've seen you often about here.
I'd like to join you, but father's in the army and
there's nobody but me to stay home a nd look
after mother and the girls."
"That's right, look after your mother, my
boy,'' said Dick, pleased at the boy's frankness.
"V/ here is your ba g of corn? "
"I dropped it off the saddle back there a piece,"
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pointing down- the roadt "I couldn't take care of are right rude. They wouldn't dare to treat
that and myself, too."
my brother Dan like that, but they think they
"Go look for it, boys,'' said Dick to Jack and can do what they like to a girl." .
Ben, who were on foot.
"Is your brother Dan Hunter?" a sked Dick,
The boys hurried down the road and found who saw in the girl considerable resemblance to
two of the crowd they had lately dispersed lift- the boy they had recently met.
ing the bag, which they had opened and were
"Yes. Do you know Dan?" with a pleased exabout to dump the contents into the ditch.
pression . "You are Liberty Boys, aren't you?
"Here! quit that, you ruffians!" shouted Jack, Dan would like to join, but I reckon he thinks
that it would make it too hard for me and the
darting forward.
Then he tripped one of the bullies and sent rest of he did."
"Yes, we met him not long ago, and some of
him headlong into the ditch, two-thirds full of
muddy water, while Ben seized the other by the these same boys and a lot more were attacking
·
collar and sent him flying down the road. '!'hen him."
Ben and Jack tied up the bag of corn and car"The sneaks tried to kiss me, oalled me a
ried it baok between them, lifting it on the sad- rebel and pushed me about, and I migh! have
been badly hu rt if you had not come up. I was dle of the white horse.
"We found it just in time,'' said Ben. "A going home. I live just along here. Won't you
white-haired, freckled boy and a red-headed one come and see ma?"
were g.o ing to dump it into 'the ditch."
"We were going that way,'' replied Dick, "and
"They were Bert Wagstaff and Hub Walters,'' we would be glad to see the mother of two such
said the boy on the white horse, "and a couple sturdy patriots as you and Dan."
of the biggest sneaks in the district."
The log cabin where the Hunters lived was
"Well, they will not bother you any more now," on1y a short di stance off, and they all went on,
declared Dick, "so take your corn t-o--the mill the girl walking ahead. Mrs: Hunter was there
and have it ground. We'll be on the-road as you and said that three or four of the Tory bullies
come back and will see that you get fair play had just come by, throwing stones and dirt in
the open door when she ·was scrubbing the floor,
if they try to repeat this· kind of business."
.
"That's all I want, Captain. -I am willing to and calling her names.
"We shall have to get after these ruffians,"
fight any two of the sneaks, but I can't take
declared Dick. "This is twice to-day that we
care of six or seve]l at a time."
"I should think you might," laughed Bob, "if have caught them at their boorish tricks, and
they stood in a line, but you can't have eyes in I mean to give them a lesson."
"The worst of it is that Hub Walters' father
the back of your head and in front at the same
time, my boy. By the way, what is your name?" is on the school committee and he will make
trouble for Dan in school," said the sister, her
"Dan Hunter. I'm fifteen, but I look older."
"So you do, Dan,'' put in Dick. "Well, go to the name being Susan, "and he is anxious to get
mill, and when you come back we'll be watch- through as soon as he can."
"When does school go in?"
ing for you. Where do you live?"
.
"Two o'clock."
"Down the road a piece, about . a mile. I'll
have to get back soon because . I'm g-oing to
"I think we'll have to go this afternoon, boys,"
school this evening. Well, I'm going,'' added Dan, said Dick.
"and I'm much obliged," and then he went oft'
tip the road, while the dozen Liberty Boys went
the other way.
CHAPTER IL-Trouble At the Long School"That's a plucky fellow," spoke up Ben.
house.
"So he is,'' replied Sam, ."and he'd be a good
• addition to the Liberty Boys. We want just that
The boys rode on, visited the sch oolhouse, then
sort."
closed, and went a mile ·or so farther, seeing no
The boys were riding no at good speed and sign of redcoats, and finally taking another road
had gone about a mile when they heard a girl and working around toward their camp, where
call for help a little ahead of them. Then the they soon arrived. Here they ·were met by
girl herself came in sight, strvggling with thres ·.Mark Morrison, the second lieutenant, one of the
or four boys, among whom they recognized those bravest of the Liberty Boys, and a universal
who had been on horseback at the time of the favorite and thoroughly -trusted by Dick; Phil
attack <>n Dan Hunter.
Waters, Will Freeman, Arthur Mackay, Walter
"There's that bully who rides the stump-tailed Jennings, Rob Haviland and a dozen or so more,
horse!" cried .Dick. · "He's up to more mischief, Mark saying:
if seems."
·
"Well, you boys are just in time for dinner.
Dick, Bob, Jack and Ben were off their horses Did you see nay redcoats or other troublesome
in· a moment and, running up to the boys, be- people when you wei:e out?"
~an to pummel them in lively fashion, • caus"We saw some Tory boys, Mark," laughed Jack
mg them tb release the girl and take to their Warren, who was the young lieutenant's chum
heels in haste.
"but we gave them more trouble than they gav~
"Get out of here, Bert Wagstaff and Hub Wal- us. They were bothering a boy on a white horse
ters, or whatever your names are!" cried Dick. seven or eight to one, and we took a hand in it. J
~·And if we catch you at any more sneaking tricks
The boys were greatly amused at the story of
like this you'll get it still worse."
how Dick and the others liad handled the Tory
The boys had all halted, and riow the girl bullies. Aft~r dinner, Dick set out for the schoolsaid to Dick and Bob:
house, taking some of the boys with him, but
"You came just in time, Captain. Those boys not as many as he had had earlier in the d~y.
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Mark Morrison went along instead of Bob, and
then there were Jack, Ben, Sam and the two
H arrys, which Dick considered quite enongh. The
boys came in sight of the schoolhouse and saw a
number of the boys outside, remaining out of
sight unde1· the trees and watching what was
going on. They saw the Tory boys in one group,
and Dan and some good-looking boys and girls
.
in another, the two groups keeping apart.
"Those boys and girls with Dan are patriots,
you may be certain," said Dick. "There is Susan
Hunter for one, aiid we know what she is."
Just then a tall, lank, dyspeptic-looking man
came to the door and rang a big bell, and all the
boys and girls 1?ta1·ted for the schoolhouse.
"Wait a few minutes," said Dick, when they
were all in, and he went to the schoolhouse and
stepped into a little entry, hearing the schoolmaster say, in a rasping voice:
"We have with us this evening Mr. Walters,
the head of the school board, and I want to show
him what progress the scholars have made. We
are going to have a review. Dan Hunter, who
is the king of this country?"
"Hallo! the trouble is . starting right now,"
t hought Dick.
"There is no king in this country," replied
Dan.
· " vVhat's that! What's that!" shar'ply. "Aren't we colonies of Great Britain?"
"We were, but we are not now. We are independent."
"Who told you that?" snapped another voice.
"George the Third is our king. Everybody say,
'Long live the king!'"
Not all the boys and girls responded, and
the schoolmaster said, in a strident voice:
"D an Hunter, say what Mr. Walters told you
to say."
"I won't!" replied Dan.
"This is in subordination. Leave the room.
You are expelled!"
" Then, so am I," spoke up another boy, "for I
believe just a s Dan does. We don't col'he here
to learn politics, or to shout for King George.
Come on, boys and girls, we are expelled."
Then Dick stepped to the door, beckoned to the
boys and next went inside, saying; quietly:
"Wait a minute, boys. ·I question the schoolmaster's right t o expel any one for such an
insufficient reason. I heard what was said."
"What are you doing here, you rebel?" snapped \¥alters, who was a man with a red face,
a big nose and staring eyes, his hair being
red and standing straight up on his head. "Leave
the room at once.' This is no place· for rebels.
I have sworn out a warrant against you for
assaulting my son, and it will be served unless--"
"That is another matter," said Dick, quietly.
"Your son is Hub Walters, the red-headed boy
in the corner, I believe. We will take up that
affair presently. Schoolmaster, you are exceeding your authority. You are here to teach the
ordinary branches of learning, and it. makes no
difference whether your scholars are Tories,
Whigs or whatever."
"Mr. Beales, you are here to teach these boys
to be good and loyal subjects of his most gracious
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majesty, the king, first of all, and after that
readin', writin' and cipherin', as directed by
the school board of which. I .am the chairman,"
snapped Walters.
"Then the board has exceeded its authority,
also," said Dick. "You have no right to make
such a rule, and it is invalid. Are you not Tories
on the board?"
"No, they are not, Captain," said Dan. "My
father is on it, but he,.is away."
"So is mine," said the boy, standing next to
Dan '
"A majority of tlie board made the rule and·
it must be enforced," growled the red-headed
man.
"Come in, boys," said Dick, and Mark, Jack
and the rest came in and took seats, after removing their hats.
"Go on, Mr. Beales," said Dick. "You frequently have visi,tors, I understand? We would
very much like to see what progress your pupils
have made. Some of them appear to be very
intelligent."
. "He isn't lookin~ at Hub, nor Bert, nor Duggms, nor Ham Wright," whispered Jack to Mark
'
at his side.
"I will not sit in the same room with rebels!"
snapped the irate committeeman, rising. "Hiram
Beales, if you permit this rebel to dictate to
you you can get another position."
"Sit down, Mr. Walters," said Dick. "I will
examine the scholars myself," .and he picked up
a book. "The first boy on the front row. What
is the cube of nine?"
"Nine hundred and ninety-nine," said the boy.
"No. Next boy."
"Seven hundred and twenty-nine," answered
the boy, who had,. stood up with Dan.
"Right. Dan, do you know a number under
a hundred which is a cube and a square as well?"
Dan thought a moment and replied:
"Yes, sir; sixty-four is the cube of four and
the square of eight."
"Right. Next. Is seven hundred and twentynine anything besides a cube?"
"It's the square of twenty-seven, the cube of
three," said the boy designated. Dick then asked
questions in different branches, getting correct
answers from all the patriot boys, while the
greater part of the Tories were stupid and could
answer only the simplest questions. Glancing out
of. the window, having. heard a suspicious sound,
Dick saw the gleam of scarlet uniforms at a
little di stance. He quickly si'gnaled to the boys
'
and said:
"That is all we have to say. Good afternoon."
The lioys were in the saddle and on the road
. as the redcoats caught sight of them and raiseq
a yell.
"Charge them, boys! They don't · know how
many more of us there may be, and there is
n~thing like making a good impression," said
Dick.
The school committeeman had seen the redcoats,
and l)e now came rushing to the door, shouting:
"Charge on the rebels, there's only a handful!"
The redcoats were already in full flight, however, a nd the words of the Tory were utterly
wasted .

.
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Hearing the clatter· of hoofs
CHAPTER

III.~Dan

Visits the Camp.

and seeing the
redcoats, the boys came flying out of the little
schoolhouse in great haste, overturning the committeeman and sending him rolling in the dust,
his hat going one way and his stick another.
Walters picked up his stick and whacked half
a dozen of the boys, all of these happening to
be Tor_ies, and one his own son, and then strutted off up the road, his head in the air and
muttering to himself. The boys having got the
redcoats on the run, rode baek to the log schoolhouse, and Dick said:
"Go back to your studies, boys. You should
not have come out. You were not dismissed?"
The scholars all went in, and the master had
no trouble with ·them because he stuck to his book
and did not attempt to force and new rules upon
the boy;; and girls. He was a good deal of a
toady, and, no longer having the support of Walters, and seeing that the new rules. only made
trouble, he dropped them and stuck fo the old
ones.
"There will not be any trouble there now,''
said Dick, listening to the hum of study in the
schoolhouse. "Mr. Beales is wise enough not to
try any new methods when there is no longer
any one to support him in it."
The boys were r iding on at an easy gait, when
they saw a numbe_r of rough-looking men in the
road ahead of them, who seemed ready to dispute it with them: Dick did not know the men,
but he recognized a certain family resemblance
to three or four of them to the Tory boys, and he
judged that these were their fathers. The men
spread across the road, and Dick, wishing to
hear what any one had to say, halted and
asked, in a quiet tone:
"Well, why do you obstruct the road?"
·"Because you're rebels, that's why,'' snarled
one who looked like Duggins, and rode the same
gray horse.
"That is no reason at all,'' said Dick, "and if
I chose to, I could send the lot of you Tories
into the ditch in a second. I asked you a civil
question and you give me a rude answer. We
are not rebels, we are patriots, and for two pence
I'd send you into the ditch, Mr. Duggins."
The Tory backed away, -and another saia, in
a rnort conciliatory tone:
"Y1lu un s have been pesterin' our boys, chuckin' inter the ditch an' poundin'. of ,..em an' such
like, an' I reckon there's warrants out for a few
o' you, but don't you think--"
"Your sons attacked Dan Hunter, six or seven
to one, and then some of them annoyed his sister.
We gave them what they deserved. The master
of the school, back here, tried the same sort of
business, but we sent the redcoats flying and the
i;chool .went on properly, as it should go on
Your boys have been telling you lies, and let
me tell you that they learn that better than
they do their lessons. They're the worst boys
In the school, both in standing and in conduct."
This plain talk as well as the .determined attitude of Dick and the boys had their effect
tm the Tories, and they made way for the young
patriots to pass.
· "Those fellows were prepared to make trouble

for us," laughed Mark, when they were out of
hearing, "but they concluded· that they had better
·
not do it."
."They will do it if they c·a n, yet, but not when
we are looking," retlh-ned Jack, whereat the boys ·
laughed.
The boys went on to the camp, the sun being
in the western ·sky no-..y and not very "far above
- the horizon. Reaching the camp, the boys occupfod themselves in variou s ·ways till suppertirne, when the fires were lighted and the pickets
set, the Liberty Boys being vigilant at all times
and especially when there were enemies about
as there were just now. After supper, Dan Hunter rode to the camp on his white horse, being
challenged by Ben Spurlock, who was on guard
at the edge of the camp.
"I'd like to see the captain," said Dan. "He
may be able to help me. We are in trouble a t
·
our house."
"What's the trouble, Dan?" asked Ben, imitating the sound of a frog as a signal t o some of
the boys. "The Tori es been bothering you?"
"No, I don't know that they have. My little
.
brother Willie is lost."
"Stolen , perhaps?" suggested Ben, as the two
Harrys came up.
"I don't know. I did not think of that. He
knows the way pretty well all around, and he
does not wander about. We can't find him, any~
how."
"Go and tell the captain that Dan Hunter
wants to see him, boys,'' said Ben. "You might
take him with you, in fact."
"Corne on, Dan," said Harry Thurber. You
can t ether your horse anywhere."
Dan tethered his horse to a tree near by and
went with the boys to Dick's tent, in front of
which the young captain was sitting before the
fire, with Bob and Mark.
"How are you, Dan?" said Dick. "You look
troubled . What is the matter? No rno1·e attacks
from the Tories?"
"My little brother, seven years old , is missing, Captain. He hasn't come here? He has
been talking about the 'Liberty Boys all the evening, and I thought perhaps he might have come
here."
"No, he has not. "When did you miss him?"
"About sundown. Then when the cows came
in he was still missing. He often goes for them.
We all looked around for him, and then I set
off on old Whitey to see if he had come here."
"Was he seen coming in this direction, Dan?•
asked Dick. "Get a dozen of the boys, Bob."
"No, they hadn't seen him . at all."
"But you thought he might?"
"Yes, because he had been talking about the
Liberty Boys and going to fight the redc·oats."
"Did he know the way to our camp?"
"Yes, in a general way he did. He ·knew about
where it was."
"The boys are ready, Dick,'' said Bob, coming
up.
"All right, we will set out at once. Get your
horse, Dan. Come with us, Bob. Mark will
take charge of the camp."
Dick, Bob and a dozen boys set out with Dan,
taking their way 'towa1·d the latter's borne, going along the road. They took a number of
torches with them in. case they would have to
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"Why not, Dan?"
go into the woods, the moon shining brightly
"Because the only club-footed man I know in
in the open by the time they had gone half a
these parts is a . rank Tory, a man with an evil
mile. " You live that way, Dan?" said Dick, pointing. reputation and not more than half-witted, who
"Yes, Captain, but there's a short cut if you is saip_ to have committed any number of mur- '
ders."
go through the woods."
"Exactly, for the road winds. Where would
you come out if you took the shorte1· way?"
_"A little farther on. If you went in here you CHAPTER IV.-On the Trail of a Club-Footed
Man.
would strike a little run which would bother
you. "
Dick sent back for Bob and two more of the
"Then we will go on," rejoined Dick, slackenboys, and in the meantime went on slowly, foling his speed somewhat.
They presently came to a broken place in the lowing the trail of the club-footed man. The
trail led to the edge of . the little run, which
rail fence, Dick asking, as he pointed to it.
here had a hard bottom and was not more than
"ls that wbere you go in, Dan?"
knee de . p, the moon shining upon the placid
"Yes, Captain."
water and making the pebbles at the bottom glis.,. "There is a path through here?"
" Part of the way, but I never had any trouble. ten.
"The man has waded into the water, but I
There are some wild places where there is no
path, but we boys that know the woods can get don't know if he has gone all across or has gone
down stream," he said. "We had better wait for
_
through all right."
.
the others."
" Did Willie know all these places?"
Soon the flickering of torches could -be seen ·
"I don't know. He never went alone and not
in the woods, and in a few moments Bob and
many times with any one."
"Light your torches, boys, a few of you," said the rest come up. Then they all entered the
Dick, quietly. "We will try the path. Stay water, spreading along two or three feet apart,
so as to cover more ground and see the trail
here, Bob."
Dick, Ben, Sam and Jack took torches, g1vmg so?ner than if they had gone in single file. Twoone to Dan, and went through the hole in the thirds of the way across Dick, with his torch
~1
fence into the woods. In a short time they held high, saw footprints on the other side of
~
would have been in pitch darkness if it · had not the run.
"He has crossed over, boys," he said. "Keep ,
been for the torches, the moon giving them no
_.
light in the deep woods. There was a path here, right on."
The trail led through a perfect tangle, and
and by the aid of the torches they followed it
with little troul;>le. At length, however, they here the man with the club-feet had taken the.
c:ime to a tangle where there seemed to be no little boy up again, none of his footprints beinc
seen. Finally the trail began to lead up where
path, and Dick turned to Dan and said:
"Wait a moment. The boy may have gone as- ~here were rocks s ca~tered all about, trees growmg out of them with gnarled, twisted trunk11
tray here, providing he came into the woods."
He followed the path a few yards, and then and giant branches thick with leaves, which shut
out the moonlight and made even the light of the
said, suddenly:
torch~s seem ·to grow dim. The path soon began •
"Did your brother wear boots?"
"Yes, Captain. ·They wer:e made for him to wrnd about among the rocks at a considerspecial because there were none small enough able angle, and at length seemed to lead to some
cave or lair of a wild animal, Dick saying to
in the regular sizes, only shoes."
"Then he hai turned off here instead of go- Bob:
"I don't know what strange place this is, but
ing on as far as some one, some with club-feet.
it seems a fitting abode for a man with the evil
Do you see the tracks?"
"Yes, Captain, and those are Willie's tracks reputation that this one has."
The path grew quite steep and narrow, and at
all right."
Then Dick went on, getting into a terrible length Dick saw a dark C)pening into the rocKs
tangle, but finding the trail by the aid of the ahead of him and went fol'ward, lowering his
torch in order _to enable him to see better. There
torches.
"The farther he went the worse it got for was black darkness ahead of him, and a!:> he
him," he said. "He went quite off the straight went closer he could see that the- hole in the
rocks descended at a sharp angle, which made
way, getting confused, no doubt.''
•
"But, captain," muttered Dan, "this would take it much darker and deeper than it was. In front
of the hole, which- was not as high as his head,
him to the run I spoke off.''
"Yes, if he went straight, but you see for yo1.1r- Dick saw some soft earth., and here there were
footprints of the club-foot man and of the boy.
self that he did not. This is in his favor."
"J;>o you know this place, Dan?" he asked.
"I'm 'glad of that," brokenly.
"No, captain, but they say that Clubby Logn.n,
The trail led this way and that, and at last
it came to the run, and Dan began to feel -as they call him, has a house somewhere in the
strangely again, when Dick, holding his torch woods, and that he entices people to it and tht>n
kills them. They tell all sorts of horrible stor.ie,11
low to the ground, said:
"Hallo! here are other tracks. The boy has about him.''
· "All of which have considerable foundation in
been picked up by some one, some one with club
the imaginatipn, I suppose?" dryly. "Thf 1(4.tlt
feet. Do you see the tracks?"
"Yes, plainly," muttered Dan. "That doesn't · m~y simply be s.ome harmless lunati-c who JV•llld
not hurt a mouse. Throw in Y:our torch l' -L"
~
encourage .me, captain."
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Bob threw his torch, when it ' went rolling
down some steep path, and in another moment
there was a savage yell like · the scream of a
cat and 'l;ome tawny animal came out of the
place with a bound, gave a leap, cleared the
boys' heads and disappeared -among the branches.
"Heavens and earth! what was that?" exclaimed Ben, in amazement.
"Looks like a wildcat," said Jack, "and a big
fellow at that."
"You don't hear anything, do you, Dick?" asked Bob, when the animals, whatever it was, had
disappeared.
"No, I don't; but I am going in, all the same,"
and, torch in one hand and pistol in the other,
Dick advanced.
Two of the boys followed him, Bob telling Dan
to keep close to him. The torches shed a weird
light over the scene as the boys advanced, the
walls of the passage being low and the floor
steep and evorn quite smooth, so that there was
danger in descending. The passage turned and
was low and narrow, but presently it was wider
and higher and more level, and then, as Dick
turned .a sharp angle and threw the light of
the torch ahead of him, he heard some one say,
in a deep, gruff voice:
"Well, what you coming in without knocking
for? Fine way to treat. a gentleman, that is."
"What have you done with the little boy,
Logan?" asked Dick, trying to locate the owner
of th i voice.
"The little boy is safe. Who are you? I have
never met you. I have nothing to say to you."
"Have you 1fOt my little br other with you,
Clubby Logan?' asked Dan, who had pressed forward with Bob. "You must give him up."
"This is the boy's brother, Logan," added Dick.
"Where are you? What have you done with
him? If any harm comes to him you will be
punished for it."
Dick could not see where the speaker was,
all being dark before him, but now ·he advanced,
and presently saw that there were' bars across
a narrow passage aI).d behind them stood a man
in coarse gray clothes, which seemed to absorb
all the light, so that the man appeared like a
part of the rock itself.
"You can't come in," he said, and he glided
away in the darkness, and all was dark and still
beyond the barred door. Dick put his torch
through the bars so as to get all the light he
could, and saw that there was a sharp turn
in the passage a few fe et distant, which accounted for the sudden disappearance of the strange
creature they had seen. The bars were solid
and there was a heavy lock on the inside, which
he could not reach, the hinges being massive and
on the inside, the barred door opening inward
in:tead of toward him. He shook the bars, but
they were solid and there was no moving them,
and he turned to Bob and said:
"There may be some other way of getting at
this fellow, but we cannot do it here, evidently.
Take one or two of the boys outside and see if
there is any other path."
"All right, come on, Dan," and Bob left the
place.
There was clearly no way of getting into the
strange den at this point, and Dick trusted to
Bob to finil <:nll'l1> nt.hP.-r wav nnt nf t.lu> d;Jemma.
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At length they heard a call which could only
come from Bob, it being one of the Liberty
Boys' signals.
"That's Bob signaling," said Dick," "and it
means that he ·has found something. Go and
find him, boys."
The boys hurried along a winding path to
the right, which Bob had found, sounding calls
at intervals. Then Dick follow ed, leaving the
strange place they had found to itself in silence
and darkness. In a few minutes Dick heard a
shout from the boys ahead of him and went
forward.
· "Hallo, captain!" shouted Jack. "We've got
him!"
"Whom have they got?" thought Dick. "Not;
the club-footed ·man? Can they mean the boy?"
"Hallo, Jack, who is it?" he asked, as he -h-qrried on.
"The boy, little Willie!" Jack shouted back,
and then Dick went on and soon came up on the
boys, with Dan holding his little brother, fast
asleep in his arms.
"Where did you find him, Bob?" asked Dick.
"On a bed of moss in the woods, covered with
a wolf skin and a fire lighted near him. I heard
some one running awJy, but we did not see any
one."
'.
"He is all right, Dan?" Dick asked.
"Yes, but dead asleep and I cannot wake him."
Then they hurried on to where they had left
the horses, the little boy being still asleep.
Dick took him in front of him on the saddle and
went home, Ben and Sam going with him to
keep him company and to help him with the
boy.
CHAPTER V.-A Strange Visitor.
Ben Spurlock and Sam Sanderson went with
Dan to help him in taking care of the little
boy, who might have slipped from the saddle,
and at length they reached the cabin, where
the mother and Susan and the litle girls were
all waiting for news of the missing boy, a numb~r
of the neighbors being there also.
"Where'd you find him, Dan ?"ttthey asked, as
Dan passed the sleeping boy to his mother.
"In the woods, fast asleep," the boy replied,
not wishing to say anything about the man wlth
the club-feet at that time. The mother kissed
the sleeping child, w'ho awoke just enough to
put his arms about her face, and then took him
into the cabin. The neighbors now went away,
and Dan said to Sam and Ben:
"Won't you come in, boys? Must you go back
at once?"
"I think we had better, Dan," said Ben. "The
little fellow is safe, and it is growing late and
no one knows who may be out."
The two Liberty Boys then mounted their
horses and rode away, calling out good-by as
they turn.ed the bend in the road. The moon was
shining bright and gave them all the light they
needed, and they had no fear of danger as they
rode on, coming at length to a wooded region
where the trees were thick on both sides.
"I don't like the look of that place," muttered ·
Ben, as they came in sight of it. "I think we
had better be cautious."
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Ben was one of the bravest of the Liberty Boys,
and Sam knew that he would not speak in this
way unless he felt that there was danger in
going through the wood.
"I don't like it .myself," said Sam, "but what
are we going to do? There is no other way
around, without losing 11. lot of time and distance."
"No, that is so," 11.nd :Ben· reined in and lis. tened attentively.
. He heard nothing, and yet it seemed to him
as if there were some one lying in wait for them
in the deepest shadow.
"I believe there's some one waiting for us in
there, Sam," he said, in a low tone.
- "Suppose we dash ahead, then. It's dark in
there and they won't be able to see to fire upon
u s, and we will be going too fast for them to
.
leap out and grab us."
As they entered the shadow, Ben suddenly-whistled and away they went on full speed, taking
the middle of the road where they had plenty
of room. On they went, like the wind, hearing
a sudden cry of alarm and then hurried footsteps, as of some one running away. Then there
was a shout and a shot, a bullet passing well
above Ben's head and clipping the leaves. Ben
fired in the direction of the shot and heard a
yell and then other quick footsteps and a shout.
"Hallo! give it to the rebels!"
Sam fired in the direction of the sound, and
then the boys went on faster than . before, soon
seeing the light of the moon on the road ahead
of them. In a short time they were out in
the full light and caught sight of some one darting down the road and into a thick clump of
bushes.
- "Jove! did you see that fellow, Sam?" asked
Ben, as the man disappeared and they went on
with a rush.
"Yes, he was thick-set and had clumsy feet."
"He was club-footed and yet he ran at good
speed. There can't be two men like that in the
neighborhood."
"No, I would hardly think so. Could that be
Clubby Logan that Dan told u s about?"
"I don't see who else it could be, unless there
are two men about here with feet like that. We
shall have to ask him."
The boys went on at a good speed, and at
length reached the camp and told Dick and Bob
what had happened.
"The club-footed fellow was bound to get even
on u s,'' muttered Bob, "and· so he waited in the
woods to try and catch Ben and Sam when they
went th:r:_Q..ugh. I don't believe he would have
given up the boy if he had not been frightened."
It was growing late, and in a short time the
fires began to di~ down, the boys sought tfieir
tents, one after another, and at length only the
steady tramp of the sentries could be heard. It
was very late and the fires were nearly out, the
camp being dark and still, when Harry Thurber,
standing near the road beyond the last row of
tents, heard some one coming along, not as one
ould if he were on ordinary business, but
stealthily, as if trying to avoid notice.
"Pretty late for one to be on the road alone,"
the Liberty Boy said to himself, "and the way
that fellow is coming on is suspicious anyhow.
·
I must watch him."
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The man, whoever it was, came on stealthily,
and Harry presently noticed that there was something peculiar about his walk ·aside from its being stealthy. ·It was not a limp, and yet it struck
the boy that the man was deformed in some manner, and in a moment a thought struck him. He
gave the · fire nearest to him a sudden stir and
called out sharply, getting behind a tree:
"Halt! Who goes there?"
There was a . sudden startled exclamation in
a deep, gruff voice, and then some one was heard
running at full speed, the fire burning up brightly now and revealing the form of a heavily
built, thick-set man wi,th big, misshapen feet.
"Hallo! it's that fellow again, is it?" mut.,
tered Harry. "What was he doing aroµnd here
at this time of night or morning?"
"What was the matter, Harry?" asked Harry
Judson, coming up, his course being next to the
other's.
"Nothing much," with a laugh. "I heard some
one coming and challenged him and that clubfooted man ran away."
"The same one?"
"Of course it . as the same one. You don't
suppose there are two men like that in the district, do you?"
"Well, I don't know. They might be twins."
"H'm! are people born with misformed feet
like that?"
"Certainly. Still, it would be odd to see twins
like that, to be sure, and it is probably the same
man that the boys saw to-night."
"What did he want, Harry?" asked Mark, coming up, being on his way around the camp at
that moment.
"I did not ask him," answered the bo~, "but I
did not like the way he was comine: along, and·
I challenged him."
"And then he ran away?" .
"Yes, as fast as he could go, which was pretty
lively for a man with clumsy feet like that."
"H'm! we did not even know about him till
to-night, and nOW We are Seeing Or hParing Of
·r
him all the time."
Mark then went on, reporting to Dick what
·
he had heard.
"What do you suppose he wanted around the
camp at this hour?" he asked, "Don't you think
it is rather strange?"
"Everything has been strange about th.e man
since L heard of him," replied Dick. "It would
seem strange, but there may be a good reason.
However, we don't know anything about it, and
so w~'ll have to let it go with the other strange
things we have seen about him."
"He was going one way and ran the other,"
muttered Harry, "and so he may come back
when everything is still again. I shall have to
keep a watch upon the fellow."
He did not see or hear the man while he was
on watch, however, and told Will Freeman, who
relieved him; to }<:eep a lookout. Will neither
saw nor heard the strange feilow, and it was
well on toward the darkest hour of the morning, the moon being down, the fires out and
everything quiet, when Jim Bennett, on duty
at another part of tpe camp, heard some one .coming on with a strange stealthy tread.
Who goes there?" he challenged,
"Halt!
sharply.
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ing them at the redcoats, said, in a determi:ped
tone:
"You have no right to arrest us. We a1·e not
soldiers."
"Put down those pistols, you insubordinate
young i·ebel !" cried the officer ihe schoolmaster
sitting in his chair all white and trembling, for
he knew that if Dan fired and missed the redcoat
he would get the shot himself. Some of the Tory
boys jumped out of the windows in theil- fright,
and it was at this time that Dick and the six
boys i·eached the schoolhouse.
"Hallo ! there is more trouble!" cried Dick.
"There are redcoats in the school, captain,"
·
said Arthur. "There are their horses."
"So there are. This means that we must interfere. Forward, boys!"
The boys dismounted before the schoolhou se
door and hurried inside. The redcoat captain
ha~ just drawn his pistol and threatened to
shoot Dan if he did not surrende1·_
"Put up your pistol, captain," said Dick. "You
know my reputation as a marksman, I believe?
Put away your pistols, Dan. What is the t r ouble,
this time?"
"These redcoats were sent to arrest the young
rebels," with a smile.
"Well, why didn't they do it?"
Dick's boys smiled, while the patriot boys
laughed outright. The comm itteeman sneaked
out of the i·oom, no one paying any attention t o
him, while Dick said to the captain:
"We shall be obliged to take you with us, sir.
You are a dangerous man to be at large."
"You have the advantage of me, you young
rebel, and--"
CHAPTER VI.-The Tables Turned.
"That is sufficient. I am n ot a young rebel,
a nd I am your equal in rank. I have not insaid
Dan,"
again,
away
"Don't let him wander
sulted you, and I see no reason for you to insult
Dick, and then the Carolina boy jumped upon me."
old Whitey and rode away.
"You would not compare a rebel captain to one
Half an hour after he had gone, Dick and of the king's officers, surely?" in great surprise.
six of the Liberty Boys set out to see what there
"I hold my commission from General Washingwas to be learned of the redcoats. Some of these ton himself. That is distinction enough, I should
having been so near, Dick thotighl; it was best think."
to keep a watch on them and see that they did
Jack gave Dick a peculiar look at hat monot get any nearer. Arthur Mackay, George ment, and the young captain a,dded:
Brewster, Erank Belden, Jack Warren, Ben and
"Your horses are outside, I see, so we will
Sam were with Dick, Bob Estabrook going off lose no time. Your committeeman has been trywith a party in another dir.ection, leaving Mark ing to take one of ou1·s, but they are not well
Morrison in charge of the camp. Meantime, Dick trained and he has had difficulty with them. He
and his party had ridden on, and reaching the may succeed better with yours, if you are n ot
schoolhouse, found matters in a state of turmoil. careful."
Just before the arrival of Dick and the boys,
The redcoats ran out, expecting to get away
Walters had come up with a number of red- before the boys could follow, but Jack was out
coat s. and, entering the log building, had said:
of the window before they were out at the door,
"Where are the young rebels who put this and ·dashing among the Tory boys, who had alplace in disgrace yesterday? I demand their ready left.
expulsion and arrest as rebels."
"Get away from those horses, you skunks!"
There was a lot of excitement, and Bill Dug- he cried, scattering the Tories.
gins pointed to Dan and the other patriot boys,
Then the officers came out and untethered their
and shouted:
horses, the Tories having fled by this time. Dick
"There they are, them's the rebels! Teacher, and the others were out just. be'hind the redthey walloped us last evenin', an' we hadn't done coats, and now they all mounted and rode away.
a thing."
They were none too soon, for Dick heard the
"You didn't get a chance," laughed one of the tramp of hoofs behind him, no one else noticing
it. He looked at Jack and made a quick moWhig boys, "but you wanted to, fast enough."
"Arrest the young rebels!" cried the committee- tion backward, which the boy understood. Then,
with a boldness which very few would have at•
.
man.
The redcoats advanced, and Dan suddenly drew tempted, Dick said quietly to his prisoners:
"We will have to increase our pace a little,
the pistols which Dick had_ given him and, level-

"It's only me, I'm going home," some one an•
swered.
"Aren't you rather late? What are you doing around our camp at an hour like this?"
"Huh: I didn't know you had a camp here.
Who are you? Redcoats or t'other fellows?"
"What are you?" asked Jim, giving a signal
to the nearest boy.
"Oh, they call me a rebel, but I pound 'em for
it. I ain't a rebel, I'm a good American, fighting for my country."
"Shucks! Yol!'re not a soldier with those
feet!"
"What's the matter with my feet?"
• "They're clubbed, that's what. I can tell by
the way you walk."
The man gave a startled exclamation and
suddenly turned and ran away as fast as he
could go. Then three 01· four of the boys
came up, lighted torches and looked for tracks
in the road. They presently found them ·and, as
Jim had declared, they were .those made by a
man with club-feet. They did not see any more
of the man that morning, however, for the day
dawned, the sun came up and. the life of the
camp was resumed, everything being noise and
bustle for a time. Soon after breakfast, Dan
Hunter came riding in on his white horse, and
was at once surrounded by Liberty Boys. "How
is the little fellow?" they asked.
"All right, but he doesn't remember a thing
about being picked up in the woods and taken to
that queer place."
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so much risk. It would be nothing short of .
madness."
"Oh, but there are others coming, and you
might find the position sufficiently changed for
you to do something."
"Do you mean to tell me that you are going
to wait for our men to come up? " in feigned
astonishment.
"You must have known that there was danger
of it, captain. You certainly know that if the
men see you here and the horses outside, they
will come up. I can see them now, in fact."
They were all sitting in the living-room and
the captain, looking out the window~ saw the
scarlet uniforms of the pursuers. The redcoats
were sitei.ng where they could be seen first, and
it was evident, in a few moments, that the
others had seen them and were coming on at a
gallop. Mrs. Hunter set out some light refreshments for the redcoats, and Dick said, with a
smile:
"You will find thlf Carolina bread and honey
very appetizing, Cjiptain, and I would advise you
·
to try some."
"What plan a re you turning over in your
head now, you saucy young rebel?" muttered the
other.
"Oh, but you must not call me names, you
know, captain," laughing. "That is very rude.
A king's officer should be more courteous. Here
CHAPTER VII.-'I'he Redcoats Visit the Cabin: are
your friends. Set them a good example."
The redcoats presently rode up and dismounted,
The cabin where Dan Hunter lived was not and
a young lieuten.ant entered the room.
very far from the schoolhouse, and, coming \_n
"Ah, captain, I see that you have taken the
sight of it, Dick said quietly to Jack Warren:
he said. "I supposed you would: You
"Take your fast bay mare, Jack, and get Bob's rebels,"who
the rebel leader is, of course? 1'
party or some other of the Liberty Boys and know
lieutenant," said Dick, pistol in
down,
"Sit
return here as quick as you can."
"We are having refreshments. You will
"All right, captain," said Jack, with a grin, hand.
j.oin us, of course."
and away he went on his mare, which was second
lieutenant looked decidedly surprised and
only in speed to Dick Slater's black Arabian, satThe
down.
Major. Jack·understood what was· to be done, al· -"
"By Jove; you don't mean to· tell me thatthough Dick had said very little, and he fairly
"T1iat these gentlemen are our prisoners?
flew over the road, being quickly out of sight.
When the boys reached the cabin, Dick halted Quite so. So are you. No, do not attempt to
communicate with the men outside. Your fellowand said:
.
"We will go in here for a time. These are officer is coming in, I see."
Another lieutenant en.tered and was put in a
very good patriots, but if I ask them to enterco1·ner by George Brewster before he knew it.
tain my guests they will do so gladly."
"Sit down, lieutenant," said Dick. "Please lay
There was a touch of sat i1;e in Dick's calling
of
the prisoners guests, and the captain noticed it aside your weapons. Will yo take charge at
and bit his lip. As they all dismounted, Susan, them, my girl?" to Susan, who was laughing
the mother anti '.:he younger children all came the discomfiturn of the redcoats."
"You surely do not think that you can take
out.
"Land sakes, captain, you seem to have been the whole troop, captain?" gasped the l'edcoat
busy thi s morning!" exclai med Susari, while the captain, amazed at Dick's daring.
"Certainlv," shortly. "I hear our boys comchildren's eyes opened wide.
"You will not mind entertaining my guests ing now. You remember that I ~ ent one of them
for a time, will• you, ma'am?" asked Dick, with ahead. His bay mare is exceedingly speedy and
he will" lose no time. He has not, in fact, as I
.
a peculiar look.
"Why, no, of course not, captain," replied the hear the boys coming at this moment."
"Well, of all the daring rebel schemes that ever
woman, kriowing that Dick must have some plan
in view although she could not guess what it I hea1·d of--"
"You mi ght give us a little credit for sense,
was.
They all went into the cabin, the horses being captain. A1id for courage as well. We have
been battling for our rights for four ' years, and
tethered outside, and then Dick said:
"I shall have to trouble you for your pistols, don't you think that we would have learned
something by that time?~
captain. You might be inclined to use them."
The redcoats outside were talking among themThe captain flushed, and as the men gave up
selves, some having dismounted, and all havtheir weapons, he said :
"You have a very poor opinion of us to think ing the idea that Dick and the other "rebels"
that we would attempt to escape where tliere is they could see were the orisoners of thP.ir ... -

gentlemen. There are British soldiers 'b ehind ·
us."
The redcoats looked surprised, and the captain
glanced back, ·but could see nothing. The redcoats were surrounded by the boys and now all
went on at a faster gait, the prisoners being
unable to escape. At the turn of the road, the
clatter of hoofs was loud enough for all the
boys to hear, and now, looking back, the redcoats could see a considerable force of their
friends coming on, led by the committeeman, who
had no doubt gone after them when he had left
the log schoolhouse.
"They will not catch us," saia Dick. "Our
horses are all superior to theirs and we · have
sufficient lead to enable yours to keep ahead."
"You are a saucy young rebel," sputtered the
· captain. "No one but a rebel would have dared
to tell us this. However, they will catch you yet,
my fine fellow."
"Not this time, my boasting redcoat," laughed
Dick. "There is no harm in exchanging compliments. I must not let you say all the- pleasant
·
things."
The officer bit his lip, but made no reply, and
the pursuing redcoats were left out of sight.
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Suddenly, however, a sergeant came
runnmg in and said, excitedly:
"Captain, lieutenants, I beg your pardon, but
there is a body of rebel cavalry coming, and
I think they outnumber us. Shall we engage
the rebels? We can scatter them, no doubt."
"Sit down, sergeant," said Ben, who had received a wink from Dick. "Have a mug of homebrew? The lady is entertaining the company."
Then Ben relieved the sergeant of his weapons
and put him in a corner.
~ wen, upon my word, you--"
"Saucy young rebels," laughed Ben. "That's
what you redcoats generally call u's. You have
misunderstoo d the situation. Captain Slater is
not · a prisener."
There was a shout outside at this moment,
and Dick said, quickly:
"Out with you, boys. Watch these -gentlemen,
Susan. You know how to use a pistol, I believe,
and you have .rifles there as well."
Jack Warren, Bob and twenty Liberty Boys
were coming on with a rush, the redcoats beginning to show considerable apprehension . Then
Dick and the five boys came dashing out, muskets and pist()ls in hand, and Dick said:
"Surrender, you redcoats!
We have your
officers, and now it's your turn."
The redcoats were too much astonished to run,
and then up came Bob and the others and
quickly surrounded them.
"You redcoats .are getting too thick around
here," said Dic.k, dryly, "and it is about time to
thin some of you out. March them off, boys.
Just take a few of those spare muskets before
t.he redcoats hurt themselves with them."
Then the officers were brought out and all
mounted, the redcoats in the middle, and the
march wafi...begun. The boys waved their hands .
to Susan as they rode off, while the officers
showed their chagrin, and the others looked as
if they did not exactly understand the matter.
"You were unwise to venture into a cou11try
. where there are so many patriots, captain,'' said
Dick. "You should have known that you were
running a great risk."
• . The captain said nothing, for he realized that
he had been cleve.rly · outwitted, and he had a
much greater respect for the boy he had been
called a "saucy young rebel," and whom, up
to this moment, he had held in greal contempt.
Now he saw that Dick was 1.0t only d.uing but
brave and quick-witted, making his plans quickly
and carrying them out with every attention to
minor details, the neglect of which might jeopardize the success of the entire plan. He could now
see that from the moment th~ pur.;uers had bf'en
hea1d comin'g- on, Dick had pl:mned tc captuJ'e
the whole party and everythin~ ha 1 ·been done
w·it:1 this end m view He wl':s forced to ·ulmirc
D'<'k, and yet hi s chagrin wou~cl .riot permi.t him
to acknowledge it at this moment. Dirk did not
say any more, being satisfied with hi •; victory
ar.d not bdng one to boast over a..fallen foe.
'l'i1e redcoats were hurried off t.o the camp, and
then Dick sent them in charge_ of .a number of
the boys to General Greene, not caring to keep
them, f or many reasons. In the first place, it
would be an expense to take care of so many,
the boys themselves having t o depend upon forage and on the good-will of the neighbors for
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their :;upplies, and then they might have to get
away in a hurry and the nrisoners would be a
hindrnnce to them, and then the pri soners would
be forced to tell the number and position of
the enemy, and, all things being considered, Dick
thought it best to. get rid of his prisoners at
once. The officers were deeply chagrined at being outwitted, but said nothing, and Dick did
not have any further conversation with them.
They went away under charge of Mark and
a stronge guard, and later the young patriot
captain set out with the boys that had been with
him in the morning, toward the woods where they
had found little Willie Hunter the night befor e.
On the road near where they had entered the
woods they met two or three patriots whom they
knew, and Dick asked them about the clubfooted man.
"That's Clubby Logan," said one. "He's a
Tory and a scoundrel. Any one who shoots him
will .be doing the country and the neighborhood
a benefit, for he's no good, and he's done a Jot
of harm."
"He lives in a strange sort of cave in the
woods, a hole in the ground, with a barred gate
to it," said Dick.
"I never heard he l.ived about here,'' returned
the man. "He comes around sometimes, same as
Bill Cunningham and pests like that, Simon Girty
and McKee and them, but I never knowed he
lived here."
"He is simple, isn't he, s01·t of half-witted?"
Dick continued.
"Huh! I never heard he was. I've seed him
once or twice and he always struck me as bein'
oncommon pert. He knows how to keep out'n
the way of our shotguns, leastwise."
"Then he is a bad man?"
"Yas, oncommon, an' the wust kind of a Tory.
He's as. bad as an Injun for holdin' things ag'in
people, an' if he once makes up hi s mind to do
any one harm he won't never forget it."
"Well, there was a club-footed man that had
little Willie Hunter i his cave last night, and
he did not seem to be the sort of man you
mention, by any means. I think there must be
some mistake."
"Oh, 'Minidab Logan will talk y e blind an'
give ye the greatest lot o' palaverin', an' all
the time have hi s hand in yer pocket or at
yer throat. They say he kin talk the legs off'n a
iron pot."
"But we were in the cave and saw him and he
didn't talk that way."
"Wull, I never heard he Jived anywhere about
here, and he may not always talk so soft, but
he suttinly u sed ter do it, and· Old Nick himself couldn't get the better on him."
"He may have two sides, then," Dick replied,
as he and the boys ·rode on, greatly puzzled.
Reaching th~ nearest point to the cave in the
woods, Dick and the six boys . dismounted, hid
their ho1·ses and set out for the strange place.
On the return the night before they had found
a nearer way than the .one over the little run,
and they took this one now, avoiding going into
the water. They found the mouth of the cave
and saw a club-footed man sitting in front of it,
who fled at sight of theni, diving headlong into
the hole. Dick, Jack and Ben followed, takins
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tdiches with them, arriving ·in front of the ba1·red
door in a short time.
"Hallo, Log~n, come out!" cri~d Dick. "I wa.n t
to see you ana ask a few questions."
"I hain't got nothin" to say," Dick heard
the man say, being unable to see him. "I found
the boy in the woods and I br ought him here .
and left him where you could get him. I'm a
good patriot, and that's all I've got t o say."
"But you have a bad name, Aminidab, and I
want to know the reason."
"My name isn't 'Minidab, it's Lishe."
"But it is Logan, a nd they call you Club-foot
Logan."
"Yes, it's Logan, but I don' t care what they
call me," and then Dick heard retreating footsteps and the closing of a door, after which all
was still.
The torches were burning low, an<J the boys
went out, Dick saying:
"That was the man I saw last night, as I
know by the voice, for we could not see him
now, but it does not seem t0> me that he is the
t rrible fellow that Haswell described."
"No, and he was a"fi'aid of us," observed Jack,
"and ran the moment he saw u s. The other
fellow would have fired. That is, the fe llow they
say he is."
"Well, if he is the dangerous man they say
he is, we must be on the lookout for him," answered Dick. "Why, he visited our camp last
night I do not know, but he certainly did not
try to do us any injury then, getting away as
soon as he was discovered."
"He is a queer fellow," declared Jack.

CHAPTER VIII.-A Puzzling Matter.
There was clearly no further need of remaining in the ~'1;e in the ground, the tenant ha~ing refu~ ,,,'
"?.ak with them and there being
no way :
': at him, and the boys went
out.
"This m:~l• ·n ys he is a Whig, and the men
say he is a TorY.,'' said Dick. "They also say
he does not live about here, and we have seen
his abode and talked with him."
" Harry said something about another ~ne last
night," observed Jack, "and it seems as if there
must be another. This one said his name wasn't
Aminidab, and the men said it was."
They returned to where they had left their
horses a nd went back to camp, where they remained till after dinner. The boys that had
taken the prisoners to Greene's camp had returned, reporting ·that the general had instruetecl
them to keep a watch upon Cornwallis and to
send word if the enemy advanced in any numberi:;. Greene was making ready t o give battle
to· the earl, and it was very likely that the latter
wcitJ.ld come on before long, having been trying
for some time to engage the American general.
They were going througJ;i the wooded road where
the boys had scattered the men lying in wait for
them an_d had seen the club-footed man the night
before, · when there was a shot fired, the bullet
passing within a few inches of Dick's head.
"Aft¢r the ruffian I" cried Dick, quickly dismounting.
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Hurried footsteps )Vere heard in the wood, arid .
Dick and a dozen of the boys gave chase at once.
"Hallo! here are bear tracks!" cried Walter
J enning;i, one of the boys.
"That's your club-footed man," rejoined Dave
Dunham. "Bears don't carry shotguns."
Dick had seen the footprints as soon as any
one and was greatly puzzled by them. It did
not seem possible that there were two men
with the same misshapen feet in the same neighborhood, and the man they had met in the morning had said he was a patriot and did not seem
capable of doing anything like this. They must
track him down and ·catch him in order to settle
the matter once for all. Through the wood they
hurried, finding the trail without difficulty, but
seeing nothing of the man himself. It was dark
in the woods, and although they could hear the
fellow at times, they did not catch sight of him.
At !ength they came to a brook and .here the
trail ended. Dick sent the boys up and down
the stream on both sides for some little 'distance,
but no sign of the club-footed man could ·be
seen, and at las( he called tliem .i n and gave
up the chase.
Returning to the road they went on for some
little distance, cutting off through a back
r oad, avoiding the Hunter cabin and the log
school-house, and coming out farther down upon
the road, which the redcoats had probably taken
when coming up toward Guilford. Here they
suddenly beheld a little camp over which floated
the red banner of England.
"There are the enemy," said Dick. "There
does not seem to be a very large number of
them, and it may be possible to give them a
surprise. K'.'eep in the shadow of the trees, boys,
and advance cautiously. · A sudden dash may
throw them in a panic. This looks to me like
a ·sort of outpost. If we can do it safely, I
think we will give them a shock," with a laugh.
The boys went on, keeping along the edge of
the road under the trees one either side until
they could no longer pass unobserved, by which
time Dick was satisfied that the camp was not
any larger than his own and that a sudden surprise was decidedly feasible, the redcoats evi:.
dently keeping no watch whatever. Dick had
nearly half the Liberty Boys with him and was,
therefore, well prepared to make such a move
as he proposed.
"Forward, Liberty Boys !" he said. "Make a
dash upo'n these fellows and .be ready to retreat
at a moment's warning."
On ..went the gallant boys with a rush, surprising the few sentries that were set and causing an a larm t o be sounded in great h aste.
Drums rolled and bugles blew, and the startled
redcoats began rushing out and endeavored to
rally against the daring lads, whose numbers
they had no idea of. Then Dick heard bugles .
blowing ~arther down the road, and then the
tramp of horses and the sharp command of a
leader. Dick Slater possessed remarkably acute
hearing and this served the boys well in this
instance. There were other . redcoats coming,
and if the attack had been delayed a few minutes
it would not have been practicable. Dick quickly
gave the signal to fall back, and the boys, after
catching up what they could and .runnir\g off with
a number of horses, turned and dashed away
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before the redcoats knew that i·einforcements
were coming. Not all the Liberty Boys knew it,
but they new that Dick had gooa reasons. for
retreating, and obeyed without question, as they
always did. In a ~ hort time they heard the
thunde1· of hoofs behind them and knew that
something was happening.
"The redcoats were coming up when I sounded
the call," said Dick.
"Now they are after us."
Away went the gallant fellow s at full speed
and shortly came to a cross-roads, one branch
of which led past the schoolhouse. Dick .sent
half the boys one way and took the other half
with him toward the schoolhouse, later dividing
his force again and sending half by a detour to
the camp. He caught sight of a body of redcoats coming on after him, and went on at a
gallop. He had a company of well-mounted boys
with him and he felt no fear, knowing that he
.£ould distance the enemy, whose horses were
already beginning to show signs of giving out.
Arriving at the schoolhouse he put his boys
behind it and sent a number i?tside, school not
bei_ng in session at that. time. As the redcoats
came up the boys in the log building opened
fire upon them and those behind it came swarming out on both sides, giving the appearance
of a consi derable body. Then a shout was heard,
and a number of the neighbo1·s came hUJ.·ying
to the scene from different directions, having
heard the sound of firing.- These joined the
I,iberty Boys, and the redcoats, not knowning how
many there were behind, fell back. Some had
gone after the other detachments and had lost
their way, and that brought against Dick was
left to itself and fell back as the sett~rs rallied
~nd began to pursue them. The. boys all reached
the camp at length without having lost any of
their number, and then settled down for the
evening, those who had remained behind being
greatly interested in the accounts given by the
rest of their adventures.
There was no alarm from the redcoats, who
had returned to the camp, Pan Hunter riding
in after dark and saying that they had ' fallen
back from where Dick had seen them, some of
the neighbors having ridden that way to reconnoiter. After Dan had g9ne honie, the boys
occupied themselves in various ways till bedtime, and in a shott time all was dark and still
in the camp. Late that night Walter Jennings,
hearing some one coming, gave the usual challenge and was :fU'ed upon by some one behind
bush. He returned the fire and tl~e boys were
aroused, the fires flaring up and the whole camp
being a scene of excitement and bustle. Then
some of the boys heard a man running away
and shots were fired at him, a detachment going
in pursuit. They found his tracks on the road
and in the woods, and knew at once that their
n·octurnal visitor was the club-footed man. They
did not pursue him to any great distance after
this discovery, but Dick cautioned them to be on
the lookout fo r him, and if they heard him again
to fire without a challenge. At an early hour,
. Dick, Bob and a number of the boys set out to
reconnoiter, meeting with someof the n eighbors,
half a mile from camp.
These men reported that the redcoats had
fallen back from their old position, but t1iat
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some men coming in from another direction had
told them that the enemy we:re gathering near
the New Garden Quaker meeting hou se, distant
a few miles from Guilford. Lee was posted near
New Garden and would keep a watch upon the
enemy, an<l Dick returned to camp and sent
some of the boys to the general's camJ;> to tell
him i·rhat he had learned. There was every
chance that the battle would not be long delayed,
but no one seemed desirous of making the first
move for fear of making a mistake.

I

CHAPTER IX.-The Two M;en Seen .
During the day, Dick went out with three or .
four of the boys, when they came upon the tracks
of a club-footed man along the road, coming out
of a swamp wood.
"There are that fellow's tracks," said Dick, J
"but I do not know if we will see him or ·not,
as we don't know how long it is since he has
come this way."
"They seem to be quite fresh, captain," remarked Jack, as they went on, seeing the tracks
quite plain.
"Yes, so they do, but I suppose if he sees us
he will run."
"But why should he if he is a good patriot?"
asked Ben. "He has nothing to fear from us
if he is one."
"Half crazy people are timid," replied Sam.
"They always seem to be afraid t hat some one
is going to hurt them."
"Sam is right," said Dick, "and .that is the
reason why the man always runs, a·nd w.hy he
locks himself up in a cave, no doubt."
"Hallo I there he is now!" whispered George,
as the boys turned a bend in the road where
there were many trees.
·
Sitting on a stump at the side of the road was
the man who had caused so much thinking among
the Liberty Boys. He was mun"ching a crust of
bread and had a little jug of water at his feet
and looked up in a half-frightened manner as
the boys halted before him.
·
"Good evening, captain," he sa:id. "I was taking a bite by myself. . Sorry I can't invite you
to my mansion, but it's undergoing repairs just
now and it's not fit for gentlemen."
.
"Are you Elisha Logan?" asked Dick.
"Yes, captain, that's me, but I'm generally
Lishe," with a silly chuckle.
"Then who is Amindab Logan?"
"Donno, captain; never heard tell of him,"
laughing in his silly fashion and tearing at
the bit of hard bread in his hand with his teeth.
"You don't know him, then?"
"I · surely don't.
Pap's name was Joshua,
uncle's was Nehemiah, and gran'dad's was H a bakkuk. Never heard o' no 'Minidab among our
folks," and the man laughed again.
His eyes were shifty and had the look of deficient mentality, and his whole manner showed
him to be only about half-witted, as Dick had
noticed before.
"Why do you come to our camp of nights and
fire at our boys?" Dick asked suddenly.
."I don't, captain," in a frightened manner.
"Never go out nights. I'm sca1·e4 to," laughing.
~
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"When rm late in the evening getting home I call
my wildcat to take care o' me. Wouldn't dast
to be away from home after dark."
· "Have you a brother, Logan?"
"Brother? No, I hain't. What would I do
with a brother? It's all I can do to look after
myself. Folks says I'm silly. He, he he! I'd
be twice as silly if I had a brother."
"Then w.lJ.o is the club-footed man whose tracks
have been seen around our camp more than once
at night?"
"Donno, captain. 'Twan't me . I'm a good
patriot, captain. See, let. m~ tel.I. you s omething, "
in a whisper. "Cornwallis is gomg to attack the
ger.eral to-morrow!" ·
"Are you su re of this?" Dick asked.
"Sartin sure.
They're hangin' off from
New Garden but Cornwallis is going to send
away all his' heavy baggage and ~is sick folks,
and is making ready to have a big :fj.ght. You
see!" and the man gave a fooli sh kind of laugh
and bit at the bread in hi s hand.
"But who is .this club-footed man· who hangs
about our camp?'.' Dick ~persisted, looking shai;ply
at the man.
.
"I donno, captain; I surely don't. I'm a good
patriot myself. Why, didn't I pick up the boy
and take him to my cave and keep him safe
when folks was tryin' to murder him?"
"Yes, but you would not give him to me when
I asked for him."
" That1s 'cause I was scared to, captain," with
his silly chuckle. "I left him where you could
get him, didn't I? He, he, he! I've got two
doors to my house, a hind and a front one.
But I wouldn't hurt him, captain, and I would
not hurt any good patriots.
Sssh ! listen I
Tarleton is with Cornwallis, an' Hessians an'
Yagers and Webster and a lot. I've seed 'em
all and I'll tell you,· but I wouldn't tell everybody."
Then the man raised the jug of water to his
lips and washed dO'Wn his dry repast, laughing
and chuckling when he had finished.
"Well, Elisha, since you know so much I wish
you would find this club-footed man who hangs
about our camp and bring him to us. It is for
your own - safety, for we might mistake you
for him some time and shoot you."
"He; he, he! that would be a good joke on
me, wouldn't it, captain? But I don't dast to go
out at night, so · I wouldn't be there."
"Well, you keep a lookout for him and let us
know when you see him. A s long as he is not
caught it is not safe for you, for the people
about here are down on him and say they will
shoot him on sight, . and they may take you for
him."
"All right, captain, I'll look out," and the
man arose and stumped off down the road, presentl.¥-entering the W.JJOds.
"What do you think of him, captain?" asked
Jack. "Seemed as crazy as
loon, didn't he?"
"Yes, and no one could harm a man in that
condition. Ai;id, then, he had no weapons of
an·y sort. The man that came to our camp
and that tried to waylay you boys the other
night,· when little Willie was lost, .had a rifle
and pisbls." '
"Oh, there are two of them, all right, but they
can't be brothers."
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"Unless this one is so foolish that he forgets
he has one," suggested Ben, "and that seems
hardly credible."
"No, not when he remembers the names of all
his relatiohs," declared Dick. "Possibly the man
is a cousin, his name being the same." "Yes, but this fellow ought to remember that, .
and he did not know any one with club-feet."
"The whole thing is a puzzle," murmured Dick.
"The ·man has given us information of the enemy
and he did take care of little Willie Hunter.
We must find the other, and then the matter
may be explained."
The boys rode on . to New Garden, and here
Dick saw Lee, under whom he had -been serving
for some little time, and told him what Lishe
Logan had said.
"Who is the man, captain?" Light Horse Harry
asked.
"He is a puzzle, sir," Dick answered, and then
he related, briefly, what he had learned of the
man in the past; few days.
"It is a singular case, captain. I have heard·
of Clubby Logan myself, but I did not knbw what
his chistened name was. He may be no · relation whatever to this other, although the name ·
and the club-feet would naturally make one think
he was."
•
"Yes, but whether he is or not we must find
him, and I intend to do so without delay."
"Yes, you ought to do it, if only for the sake
of this crazy fellow, who seems to be harmless
enough."
"I certainly shall, colonel."
· "You had better bring up the Liberty Boys
to-night so as to be here in the morning," Lee
added. "If the enemy advances we must be ready
to meet him."
"Very well, sir. · we will move our camp as
soon after I get back as is convenient." ·
It was dusk when the boys were riding through
the wooded road where the boys had been fired
upon, and suddenly Dick heard a suspicious
sound, the pulling of a trigger.
"Duck, boys !" he hissed, darting forward.
Crack! A bullet flew just above Dick's he-ad
and then hurried footsteps were heard going up
the road.
"After him, boys !" he shouted. "There is that
club-footed scoundrel. We must catch him at
all risks!"
Leaving tbe trees and coming out into the
open there was light sufficient for them to see a
heavy, thick-set man with club-feet ra'cing up
the road. The boys fired as they dashed on,
the bullets striking the rough rail fence just
behind the man, who suddenly leaped through a
break and hurried toward a little hut where
there was a light.
.
"After him, boys!" cried Dick, and the boys
followed him through the break in t!;ie fence
t oward the hut.
The fugitive had a rifle slung over his sh oulder and made remarkably good time for one so
deformed, darting into the hut witJ:t the speed of
a hare. The boys came up and surrounded the
place, -Dick calling out:
"Hallo, the house !"
"What do you want?" demanded an old woman,
coming ti the door.
"There is a man in here who is a Tory ani:l. a
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mu1·derer. He has just fired upon. us from a the boys following. Over in one corner was an
hiding place, and it is not the :first ,time, either. open trap, which had been covered with rubbish
He has- hung around our camp night after ni ght that kept it hidden. The man had entered this,
aii.d has :fired upon us :inore than once. He is made his way out and under the hut to a shol'. t
distance, ·and had then come out and made for
club-footed and his name is Logan."
"The rebels want you, 'Minidab," said the old the woods. Dick and the boys went out and found
a dry well about thirty feet from the hut, in a
woman, as if to some one inside.
-"Then let them come after me!" growled a clump of bushes, the top being off and fresh
tracks in the sand leading toward' the '\\-!Oods.
deep,' gruff voice. It's a pity I ·missed them!"
"If you harbor this man, ma'am," said Dick, The old woman had di sappeared, and whether
"you will be equally respon si9le with him. We she knew how the man had escaped or not did
do not wish to harm you. Come out and we will no .matter so long as he was gone. The boys
threw away their torches, mounted their horses
take the fellow ourselves. "
"I ain't a-harborin' of no one, young gentle- and rode off at a gallop.
"Well, we've seen both of them," said Jae'\{.
men, but I wouldn't advise you to come in while
he's in this rampageous state. 'Minidab is a
bad man, an' he's got a grutch ag'in rebels."
"Bad or not, we mean to have" him, and if we
can get him no other way we will get him dead.
If he does not come out we will burn the house CHAPTER X.-The Beginning of the Gu ilford
Fight.
down about him, so he had better give ·himself
up."
, "Burn and be hanged to you!" snarled the
A part of the mystery was solved, and the
man, a\>pearing in the door for an instant with boys were ,satisfied that there were two cluba shotgun ~ his hand and a rifle over his shoul- footed men in the neighborhood, one of them a
der. The light shone on his face for a moment, dangerous man and the other a harmless, halfand while it bore a certain resemblance ·to th.at witted fellow, who would not injure any one.
of the man they had met in the afternoon, it was
The two men looked something alike," said
different in many ways. The eyes were glitter- Dick, "and they may be cousins. The old woman
ing, the mouth firm and well set, and ever fea; seemed to know Lishe, but spoke very carelessly
ture showed determination, cruelty and craft. of him, as if she had very little opinion of him."
Dick did not fire for fear of hitting the old
"She did not seem at all proud of the other
woman, and in a moment the man was gone.
one," muttered Ben.
"Come out, ma'am," said the young patriot, · "No, she did not. I don't know if she knew
pistol in hand. "We 111.o not wish to harm you, this way out of the hut or not, but it does not
but this man shall not escape. Is he your son?" matter now."
"Yes, he's my son. 'Minidab, you'd better give
The Liberty Boys were greatly surprised at
yourself up. The rebels is $ot upon it."
which Dick and the others told them, but · as
"Let them come and take me, then!" and the they were going away in a short time, there was
light sliddenly . went out, leaving the place in little time to talk about it. After supper, the
darkness.
boys made ready, breaking camp, packing the
"Get torches, boys," said Dick, who would not baggage and getting under way in a short time.
ask any of them to enter the hut in the dark Arriving near New Garden they made their camp
at the risk of having a bullet in his head. close to that of Lee, whom Dick saw soon after
"Watch the back, boys!"
their . arrival, telling him of their meeting wi th
There were shrub pines not far away, and the double of the club-footed man.
Ben Spurlock cut a number of branches for
"That is the man who has hung about our
torches, lighting one with a sulphur match. The camp," he said. "He is a dangerous fellow and
old woman came out, saying, in a cracked voice: mu§t be gotten rid of without delay."
"l hope you won't burn the hovel on me,
Dick returned to his own camp, where the
gentlemen. My son is a bad man, but I ain't boys were greatly excited ovei· the prospect of
a-harborin' of him. He don't come here once a meeting the enemy before long, and could alk
year, an' I'd be nothin' loth if he never comes."
of little else. After the boys were well sett led
The boys were all supplied with torches now, in camp, Dick set out on horseback to i·econnoiter,
but there was no sound in the hut and the wishing to find out what he could about the
silence seemed ominous.
enemy. He was proceeding cautiously, having
"Have you two sons~ ma'am?" asked Dick.
gone some little distance, and seeing lights anea d
"No, only the one, and he's a curse. Don't of him which might be the enemy's camp-fires,
bu.rn down my poor old home, young gentlemen." went on slowly and with caution, not knowing
"Who is Elisha Logan, a man with club feet, when some sentry might spring out upon hi'm.
who wanders about the woods and lives in a H~ had reached the graveyard belonging to the
meeting-house, ~when he heard a rustling in the
cave?"
.
,
"A poor foolish feller who never done no harm bushes on the other side of the wall enclosing
to· no one. If he was my son there'd be no com- the bury ground. He slipped off his horse and
plaint."
crept forward to the wall,. the noise increasing.
"Who is there?" he asked, sharply, suddenly
Just then there was a shout from a bit of
leaping up as he reached the wall.
woods at a little distance.
There was a startled exclamation, such as he
"Burn away, rebels!" called the man that had
lately been in the hut. "You haven't got Clubby had heard before, and he saw a man glide be<
hind a stone and. heard hurried footsteps.
Logan and you won't get .him!"
"That is· Clubb)I Logan," he said. ~'The fellow .
.D.ick ran into the hut, torch in ' hand, some of
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was watching, and if I had not sprung up when
I did he would have fired, but I startled him."
· He heard the footsteps for a few moments, and
then saw the man making off, there being light
enough to outline his figure against the sky. He
returned to the road, jumped into the saddle and
rode on, passing the meeting-house and at last
coming to a tavern by the roadside, where he saw
a number of men through the windows. • There
were no redcoats that he could see, but he left
Major on the farther side o.f the road and. ad- .
vanced cautiously, not knowing whom he might
encounter 'f he entered hurriedly. He entered
the vestibule and stood still• for a moment, listening to the buzz of conversation in the room
beyond. There -was a door at one side, partly
open, and behind this he suddenly heard a gruff
voice say:
"The rebel was coming this way, but I don't
know how far he intended to go. I'd like to catch
/
him and cut his throat."
The voice was that of the man who had escaped
from Dick twice that evening.
"Would he come here do you think, Logan?"
"He would if he thought he could learn anything of the enemy. I took a short cut across
fields and got ahead of him. He ought to be
here shortly."
Dick pushed open the door and stepped into
a little room off the bar, where two men were
sitting, drinking punch and smoking long clay
,
pipes.
"I a m her e now, you scoundrel!" he said.
"What do you want of me?"
The club-footed man suddenly upset the stand
holding three candles and threw the place in
darkness. Then he suddenly rushed out, slamming the door behind him. Dick stepped into
the outer passage and then into the tap-room,
wher e he saw Logan coming ·in a nd shouted:
"Dick Slater, the r ebel, is her e; there is. a rewar d for his capture!"
"Shut up! " roared one. "Dick Slater i no
rebel."
"I say he is !" cr ied another. "Where is he?"
"H ere I am, gentlemen," said Dick, quietly.
"That man Logan is a mur der er and a villain.
Do you a dmire his company?"
Loga n r an out again, and Tories a nd Whigs,
ther e being both in the room, began to talk
excitedly. Then, in spite of the tumult, Dick
hea rd the· tramp of horses coming from below
and suspected that redcoats wer e coming, a s
there would be no pa triots coming from that
direction . He quickly left the place and saw
the club-footed man looking about, evidently in
search of' his horse. ·
"Get out of here, you scoundrel!" -Cried Dick.
"I know what you are about. You want my
horse, but you could not touch him," and · he
.
whistled.
Ma jor came trotting across the road, and
Logan sprang toward him, but was thro wn down
in a moment.
"E ven a horse won't have anything to do with
you," said Dick. "Get up! If you are found
around here in another hour you will be taken
out and hanged. I would not stain my hands
with such a fellow."
The man squirmed away along the ground for
several yards, moving as rapidly as a serpent,
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and then suddenly sprang up and dashed away.
Then Dick lfeard the clatter of hoofs more distinctly and sprang into .the saddle, as he saw
the gleam of scarlet uniforms down the road.
There were not many of the redcoats, but he did
not wish to risk capture, and he rode rapidly
away as he heard the club-footed man shout:
"Hallo! there goes Dick Slater, the rebel ipy,
·
•
catch him!"
He heard an answering shout and then a
thunder of ·hoofs as the redcoats came chasing
after him, but he had no fear of being taken
now artd so quickly distanced his pursuers that
they soon gave up the chase.
"This wa!l a scouting party, no doubt," he i;aid,
as he rode on, "and they will not remain there
long. It was as well that I heard them coming,
however."
He heard no suspicious .sounds and went on
less rapidly, reaching the camp at length and
telling Bob what had .happened.
"That fellow is bound to make all the trouble
·he can, isn't he?" said ·Bob. "He's a slippery
chap, but he'll get to the end of his rope one of
these days."
"Yes, I tlJink he will, but there are many things
that puzzle me regarding him yet."
"Oh, well, we have other things to think about
just now," with a shrug, "and he's only a rascally Tory, after all." ·
There were other things to think about, as
Bob had said, and the affair of the club-footed
Tory was dismissed for the time. Before dawn
Dick and a number of the boys rode off toward
New Garden to see if the infoi:.mation given by
Lishe Logan would prove to be correct, and if
so to warn Lee without delay. Shortly before
daybreak, Dick .heard the s o~nd of a large body
of men advancing, and went on cautiously till
he was certain that they were the enemy coming on towa rd the meeting-house.
"They will not stop there," he said to Bob.
"The foolish fellow told us the truth, and we
they soon gave up the chase.
There were cavalry in t he advance and Dick
was certain that they were Tarleton's the Loya:t
British Legion, as it was t alled, being among
the finest bodies of horse under Cornwallis.
"Ta'rleton is in the advance guard," said Dick.
"Lee will be glad to know this, for he will want
t o fight the 'Butcher' more than any one."
"The Liberty Boys will be glad to meet him
also," muttered Bob.
The boys had met Tarleton before, and they
never lost a chance to give him all the punishment they could, so that Bob spoke only the
truth. Dick waited till absolutely certain that
T:;irleton's cavalry formed the advanced guard
and then .hurried back to tell Lee the news. Light
Horse Harry Lee, with his cavalry, was nea r
the meeting-house, ready to meet the enemy when
the van of Cornwallis' army appeared. The
Liberty Boys were with the brave Virginian,
and upon the appearance of Tarleton, with his
cavalry, a bodY. of light infantry and some
Yagers moved forward to begin the attack, Lee
following close behind with Armstrong, Rudolph
and Eggleston in the van. It was Lee's purpose
to get Tarleton as far from Cornwallis and as ·
near to Greene a s they could, and he sent instructions to Dick to fall back after the first
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attack. Then a slow retreat was t o be begun
with the hope of leading on the ~r it!sh leader.
Dick understood thi and quickly informed the
boys as they dashed a ead with _all vigor, shouting their battl.e-cry.
"Charge, Liberty Boys !" shouted Dick, waving his sword. "Down with Ta1·leton ! Down
with the He&,sians ! Scatter the redcoats!"
Of all the foreign troops that were fighting
ihe Americans, the Y agers were the most despised
by the fLiberty Boys, being cruel, rapacious and
vicious, and they now determined to punish these
fellows even if they did retreat immediately.
With a rush, the brave boys bo:i;e down upon the
enemy, discharging their muskets with great ·rapidity a:qd causing many gaps. to appear in the
ranks of the redcoats, as well as creating consternation among the Yagers. Tarleton was preparing to bring up his cavalry and scatter the
daring boys when Dick suddenly gave the signal
agreed upon, and in a moment the whole troop
wheeled in good order and dashed away. Armstrong, who was in the van of Lee's force, understood the move and began to fall back slowly,
letting the gallant boys pass through. Tarleton, thinking t o cause a rout, pressed forward
with his cavalry, Armstrong falling back slowly,
but keeping up the fight. The charge had little
effect, owing t o the dogged resistance of the
patriot, and Tarleton made a second one, his
men emptying their pistols and coming on with
the greatest determination.
·
Suddenly, however, Lee, with all his legion,
and the Liberty Boys, advancing in close column,
turned upon the enemy. Lee, Rudolph and Eggleston, with Dick Slater and his brave Liberty
Boys, all bore down upon Tarleton, who quickly
sounded a retreat,. well knowing the superiority
of the horses of the Americans. His own horses
had been taken from the plantations in South
Carolina, and could n ot be compared in size and
strength with those of Pennsylvania and Virginia, which had furnished Lee's horses. The
momentum of the larger horses was much greater
when meeting in a charge, ~d· they had, therefore, a great advantage over the smaller ones.
The Liberty Boys orses were all northern animals, and thi·s fact accounted for Dick's success
in charging and in making rapid moves · from
place to place.
-'
,
Only 1one front section of the British cavalry
met the shock, and these were all di smounted ·
and most of the horses prostrated. Some of
the dragoons were killed and a number made
prisoners, while the patriots lost neither man
no1· horse. Tarleton quickly withdrew with the
remainder of his corps, the Liberty Boys raising
a tremendous cheer, which was taken up all
along the line. Lee now endeavored to cut off
Tarleton's retreat, and pushed forward, meeting
the head of the main body of the British army
among the lofty oaks near the meeting-house.
The enemy poured in a tremendous volley a d
Lee fell back, his infantry and Campbell's rifle·
men coming up and pouring in a well-directed
fhe, a general action speedily ensuing.
"Give them all the trouble you can, boys,"
said Dick. " We may have to fall back before
superior numbers before long, so we may have
all the exercise we can."
They did and made a fine runnin2' fu:rht. pour-
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ing in volley after volley, while covering the
i·etreat of the infantry and falling back themselves, getting away in safety without the loss of
a boy or a horse. During this skirmishing,
Greene had been preparing for battle and before
long the real fight at Guilford Courthouse took
place.
CHAPTER XI.-A Hard-Fought Battle.
From Guilford Courthouse the gr ound sloped
abruptly to the south, terminating in a broken
vale, through which ran a small sfream in a
very winding course. Around the courthouse
there we1·e br oad clearings, which extended southward along the great Salisbury road, on either
side of which, and crossing it at some distance
from the courthouse, was a lofty oak forest,
in the southern border of which,_ and concealed
by a fence and some dwarf trees, the North
Carolina fo1·ces lay in waiting. These consisted
of militia, riflemen and volunteers, the whole
under the command of Generals Butler and Eaton
and were very strongly posted, much being expected of them. Within the woods, about three
hundred ya1·ds ~rom the first line, fee second
was posted, cons)sting of the Virginia militia
unde1· Stevens ana Lawson, the flanks resting on
the road.
The Continental infantry were drawn up near
the courthouse in the field on the north side of
the l'l•ad, the remainder of the troops, under
Greene, being near at hand. Lee's Legion, Kirkwood's Delawares, Gunby's Marylanders and the
Liberty Boys had all had long experience, but
many were militia and new recruits, lacking discipline, although they had good leaders. Shortly
before noon the British army was seen coming
on, being in sight for some distance and presenting a splendid appearance with their scarlet
uniforms and their burnished arms, the uncluded sun shining brightly upon them and showfog them at their best. As they came on, the
artillery of the patriots, posted in the road, opened upon them, but with little effect. They replied to this with their artillery, but also with
little damage being done. The battle now began
in earnest, Cornwallis· advancing slowly and
cautiously, knowing his inferiority in numbers
and taking no needless risks.
After some cannonading, Cornwallis pushed
forward and attacked the North Carolinians concealed behind -the fence, Leslie, Webster and Norton, all experienced fighters, with a ·number of
Hessians assisting, leading the van. Firing a
heavy volley, the enemy resorted to the bayonet
and rushed on with a loud shout, the greater
part of the North Carolinians becoming panicstricken and fleeing in terror, although not a
man had been even wounded. Some of Eaton's
men remained firm, and falling back in orderly
manner upon Lee's Legion and Campbell's riflemen, maintained their ground bravely. Butler
and Eaton, with the help of Davie, a brave
fighter, tried to rally the fugitives, but without
success, for throwing away their muskets, knapsacks and even canteens, they rushed. through
the wood s like frightened sheep till ~ar past the
scene of danger. Had they done their duty the
result of the battle would undouhteillv h<tVe b'een.
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.far different, for those who remained fought so
manfully that Leslie was obliged to call upon
Norton for support.
Lee W<tS in danger of being cut off on aceoant
of the flight of the North Carolinians, but Lee
was a veteran and had good men with him, Dick
Slater and his gallant Liberty Boys doing their
part like veterans and rendering valuable aid
to the brave Virginian. They were forced to fall
back before a terrific fi.1·e, and presently Webster
advanced across the open fields to attack the
American right, Leslie and :J;lose being engaged
with the left. Stevens and Lawson combatted
W ebster vigorously,' supported by Colonel Washington and his cavalry. Washington sent Lynch's
.riflemen to attack Webster's flank, General
O'Hara falling upon Lynch, Leslie at the same
time compelling Stevens and Lawson to fall back,
the secc .d line being now forced to give way,
a lt hough not in the disastro_ue manner that the
first ha d done. The third line, now comprising
the best of the patriot forces and those who had
already done some har"d fighting, stood firm and
was not easily i·eached by the enemy, Greene riding along the line and exhorting the men to do
their best and strike the final blow which would
secure · the victory.
Webster now pressed forward, but was so
vigorou sly opposed by Gunby, Howard and Kirkwood, the plucky Liberty Boys giving efficient
help to the Delaware, t}J,at the British leader was
forced to fall back across a ravine and await
the arrival of the remainder of his line. The
fighting had been close and very severe, and the
gallant boys had not come unscathed out of it,
a number being wounded and a few killed during the fiercest of the fire. The dead were carried fr om t he field and the wounded hurried to
th e rear, Dick encouraging the rest while waiting fo r t he ba ttle to be renewed.
"Do your best, boys," ·h e said. " Remembe~-,
w ar is no pl ay and death and defeat often await
u s where victory seems certain. We are doing
this for our country, and even though we may
be driven back now our cause is bound to prevail an'd our lives will not have been given in
vain."

Blackened with smoke, streaked with sweat
and blood, the brave fellows felt cheered and encour aged by these words and resolved to do their
utmost no matter how dar k the prospect looked.
They had lost s9me of their number and might
lose more, many, were wounded and the battle
was not over, but refreshing themselves by a few
sips of water from the brook and a dash in
their faces and over their hands, they awaited
the renewal of the conflict. Lieutenant-Colonel
Stuart, with a battalion of guards and two small
corps, rushed across the open fields and attacked
the second Maryland regiment, which was supported by two field pieces, the patriots giving
way and allowing the guns to be captured, much
to the surpri se of Williams, who had expected
much from the men. Gunby, having been left
free by Webster's retreat, new fell upon Stuart,
and a hot fight ensued, Stuart being killed and
his._ troops put to flight. Many would have been
made prisoners had not Cornwallis, seeing the
danger, despatched McLeod with the .artillery
to check the pursuers. The cannonading was
effectual, although it endangered the guards as
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well as the patriots, and Washington and Howard, perceiving two regiments of the enemy approaching, fell back. W ebste1· now recrossed the
ravine and fell upon Hawes and Kirkwood, t he
two regiments discovered by. Colonel Washington being two famou s bodies wbich were soon
connected by O'Hara with the center, the remnant
of the flying guards filling the intervals. Lee,
Lawson and Campbell attacked the right vigor ously, and Bose, Norton and De Buy were severely handled, Webster, however, pushing on vigor ously and with great determination. The fl ig ht
of the North Carolinians, the defeat of the second
Maryland regiment, the scai·city of ammunition ,
and the junction of the t wo wings of the British
army, convinced Greene that there was no hope
of success in a conflict with Webster, who wa
now pressing forward in · good order with a
prospect of shortly turning th'e American right.
He had resolved before the battle not to r isk
the annihilation of his army, and he now determined to retreat before it should be too late.
Col~mel Greene, the veterap., with his Virginia
regiment, was ordered to take post in the r ear
and cover a retreat, the Americans withdrawing
in regular order, leaving their artillery behin d.
Dick Slater, hea1·ing the orders to retreat, got
his brave boy together, sent the dead on with
the baggage and hurried forward with the rest.
A portion of Tarleton's cavalry, perceiving them,
started in pursuit, keeping up a vigorous fire.
"Let the redcoats have it!" cried Dick. "We
are not to be driven back by TaTleton without
doing him all the hurt w can."
They were nearing a briage over a creek, ana
here the gallant fellows determined to make a
stand and help cover the retreat of the others.
They poured in a fierce volley and checked Tarleton's men, who had expected to rout them. On
came more of the enemy, however, and now
cannon began to boom and the din was terrific.
A shell struck a house close to the bridge and
smashed a great hole in the front, and now
muskets rattled, pistols cracked and cannon
r-0ared, and the gallant boys were driven back.
'.£'here was no rout, however, the Liberty Boys be-,
mg too cool-headed and under too good discipline
for that.
"Steady, boys!" cried Dick, "and show the redcoats that we are game, even if we a1·e driven
back."
With· such words of encouragement in their
ears, it would have been strange if the brave
boys had not shown pluck. Shot and shell flew
all arouna the gallant boys as they hurried across
the bridge, carrying their wounded with them.
rThey set up a shout and pressed on, being
at length out of danger and catching up with
some of the troops. The pursuit \Vas not continued, as Cornwallis was unwilling to risk such
a move, and the patriots retreated to a safe place
on Troublesome Creek, some miles from Guilfor<l.
Cornwallis claimed a victory, but it was a victory won at tremendous expense and lit tle a dvantage, the lasting results· being largely on the
side of the Americans, who showed great cour age in the face of repeated disaster, and who
had ·to contend against disciplined troops, wi th
mostly raw, inexperienced men, whose panic communicated itself to others. The Liberty Boys
halted at evening and made a camp on the bank11
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of a tumbling stream, and here the brave fellow s ing back .a little and making a suspicious move
who had given their ljves for their country were with his right hand.
laid to rest, the wounded 109ked after and tak"If I see you raise your hand, Logan," said
ing a needed rest after the heat and exCitement Dick, shortly, "I will fire. I know what you
of battle.
are up to. You men have been robbing the dead,
"Well, we were in hard luck," muttered Bob, and you would not hesitate to kill the living if
sitting in front of his tent, cleaning his pistols, you thought it would profit you any. Get away
"for we did the best we could. It was a hot from here at once and leave that bag, or I will
not be responsible for the con sequences."
fight on both sides."
"What do you want with grist, captain?" mut"Yes, and the enemy showed great deteunination in spite of the odds against them," replied tered the man with the bag on his shoulder.
Dick, who was not one to belittle a foe. "We "You aren't out foragin', are you? I'm a good
had many things against u s, and tl;ien Greene rebel like yourself and--"
could not sacrifice his army to gain a victory.
"You ate a sneaking Tory and worse!" cried
Cornwallis must have lost many more men than Dick, out of patience. "You are a ghoul, a vulture, a harpy, you are everY.thing that is vile and
we did."
"Yes, and in one way it was a victory for him, contemptible. You have been robbing the dead,
and no real patriot would do that. You are not
but at terrible cost."
The boys were saddened at the loss of their of us, for we do not call ourselves rebels. Stop
comrades, and the ca'm p was a quiet place when that, Logan!"
The club-footed man was behind the man with
evening set in, the ares being lighted more for
comfort than for the cheery look they gave, the the bag and was about to fire over the latter's
boys sitting around them, talking in low tones shoulder. Dick fired on the instant, taking off
or saying nothing as they thought of those who the Tory robber's hat and causing him to beat
had left them and would never again fight under a hasty retreat. Then the men with the bag
the starry banner of their beloved country. The dropped in and ran, both men being soon out
pickets were set, but there was little chance of of sight: Dick did not fire again, but picked
any enemy appearing, and it was only from up the bag and put it on the · saddle in front
force of habit and from being always vigilant of him, riding on and keeping his eyes and tars
that this was done. The only foe s to be feared open for anything suspicious. He at length
_were prowling camp followers, those human vul- · came to a little tavern by the wayside, where
tures that al~ays hover about the trail of an he saw a numb~r of men drinking and playing
army, seeking plund,er, and Dick was not certain cards, there being considerable noise in the place.
that any Df these
ould appear, a lthough .he He rode up to where he could look at the open
ordered the customary vigilance to be observed .. window and saw the club-foot man and another
It was some time after dark when Dick, mount- sitting at a table drinking and smoking. The
ing his noble black, set out from the camp to second man presently s poke, and Dick recoglook about him, see if there were any of the nized him as the man who had been with Logan,
enemy in sight, and keep a lookout for any of never forgetting a face or a voice.
those evil stragglers who always follow in the
"The fellows are plotting more mischief,'' he
wake of an army. There was a moon, but there said to himself. "Their every looks tells that.
were many trees along the road and sometimes If I knew what it was L would prev~nt it."
its light was hidden and the road was quite
There was little u se, of his trying to catch
dark. He had gone some little distance when
h_e heard voices ahead of him and, going on much of their conversation in all the noise and
cautiously, saw in the lighter part of the road confusion of the place, and he had about given
ahead of him where the moon shone, two men, it up when the entrance of a party of men caused a sudden silence and he heard Logan say:
one with a bag over hi_s shoulder.
"The tower window on the east side. That's
"Tl.ere wasn't very much to be picked up," .the place to enter arid get at old Grubb's
strongthis one said. "The redcoats generally have box."
watches and rings and trinkets, but there was
"Very well, at midnight, then."
little to be had." ·
The noise began again and Dick knew that it
"The rebels would yield still less,'' laughed the
other, and Dick recognized the voice as he now was useless to try to hear anything more of
importance. He rode away quietly, without beknew the tread of Logan, the Tory.
ing observed, and began to think of what he had
heard. He rode on well past the tavern and
was thinking of returning when he saw a light
above the trees at a short distance, which he
CHAPTER XII.-A Strange Meeting.
at first took to be a star, but at once saw that
it was not.
It was evident that the two men had been
"That's a light in an upper window," he said,
plundering the dead, from their own story, and and went on.
they were no doubt ready to do more of the
Then he saw the light plainer, and by the
same evil work if Ql!.POrtunity offered.
moonlight saw that it was at the top of a round
tower forming part of a house standing among
·~Where are you men going?" asked Dick, coming out into the light, his pistol in his hand the trees.
ready to fire if attacked, but not making the
"That mu ~t be the place,'' he said to himself.
first move.
"I don't remember a house of that sort anywhere
"We've been to a mill and are returning with else about here. That is a tower all right, but
our l!'rist." said one of the men, the other fall- they surely won't attempt to get in at that win-
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dow so far above t he g round ? A cat could not
reach it."
· Riding on and getting a bet ter view of the
tower, he saw on t he east side, wbere the moon
shone brightly, a small window not more t han
ten feet from the ground.
"Neither of t hose men will find it possible to
get in there," he said to himself. "They are both
big men, and I would find it difficult to enter
at that window myself. They must have some
other plan ."
· He wen t on a little farther and saw a broad ·
door in t he main pa rt of the house, not very far
fr om t he t ower , and it was likely that the hall
opened into the latter, a winding stairway leading t o the rooms above. He could see no light
a ny.wher e else in the house and was wondering
how he could communica te with the inmates when
he hear d some one coming along the road. There
were two of them on foot, and as they came in
front of the gate and saw the light in the
·tower, one of them said:
"There's old Grubb working away at his books
a nd studying how to make more money, the old
ski nflint !"
T he light in the tower was the only sign
of life about the place, and whether there was
any one besides the old man in the house Dick
could not tell. He went to the gates, finding them
locked, but a s there was a bell at one side he
pulled t his, hearing the sound of ringing somewhere within · the house. He waited a few moments and then heard the door open and saw a
lig ht. ."Who is there?" asked a high, cracked
voice, and Dick saw an old woman, with a candle
in her hand.
"Will you come to the gate, ma'am? I would
rather talk t o you here t ha,n at a distance."
It ' was about thirty feet from the door to the
gate, an d now the old woman came hobbling down
the steps and along the walk, muttering:
"Many don 't t a ke the trouble to ring the bell,
but jump over t he wall. · He was not u sed to
such civility, an d I tell the master that we had
better take down the gate or make 1the wall
higher ."
The old lady w as at the gatE! and Dick could
see t hat she was shrunken and wrinkled and
bent , an d past seventy years, apparently. Dick
dismounted, stood close to the gate, which was
of iron, a nd sai d, in a low tone:
"Can you h ear me? I would like to see Mr.
Grubb, but if you a r e the housekeeper and will
tell him, it w ill do j ust a s well."
"Yes, I hear you a nd-!T)y; but you're a rebel!
Master won 't have anything to say to rebels.
H e hates them a mazi ng. There's no use trying
t o tilk to him. He won't listen."
The light of t he candle fell on Dick's uniform,
woman to exand the sight of it cau sed the old
/
.
c~aim as she had.
"It does not matter very much," r ejoined Dick.
"There is to be an attempt at robbery here tonight, a nd you must tell him to wat ch the lower
t ower win dow yonder. It is to be entered and
then pr obably t he door will be opened, and the
men will enter and go to the room where Mr.
Grubb keeps his strongbox."
"My! but how do you know all this, young
sir, unless you are one of the robbers yourself?'!
, "!. o:verheard the. :qien talking about it at th.e
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tavern, back here on this road, and came to
warn your ma$ter."
"Dear me! the terrible villains! And to think
that I have been here in the hous e for sixty .
years and that I have lived to see this day ! I
will tell master, young sir, but he will never
believe it nor see. you. He has a hatred of all
rebels. Master Wilfrid joined the!T), so it was
said, and master won't have anything to do with
them.''
" Ther~ are rebels and rebels, I suppose, Mrs.
Gladding," said a shar p voice and, looking up,
Dick saw some one at the wall, having approached unheard till that moment.
"Bless my heart! if it ain't master!" ejaculated
the old woman. "However did you come up without our knowing it?"
"Have you heard anything of what I have
said, sir?" asked Dick, taking ·a look at the man
· ·
·
on the other side of the wall.
"Yes, I ·have heard it all, and you seerri to be
an honest lad. Do you know these men who
are going to rob me to-night?"
"I know one of them. He is a club-footed man
of the name of Logan. The other I do not know
but he is evil. I have here a bag taken fro~
him to-night, containing things stolen from dead
soldiers."
"H'm! Logan, e-h? I know the scoundrel!
!t wa~ he ~ho led my son astray and got him
mto his evil ways. He is a thief, a murderer,
they say, but an outlaw at any rate."
"I don't know their plans, sir," continued Dick
"but they spoke of the east window in the towe;
at twelve o'clock to-night. · They may bring a
small boy with them, for no one else could get
in at t h at window, and the next one "is too high.
Keep a watch upon. tllE! .scoundrels, but, a s you
may need help, I will brmg some of the Liberty
Boys here to-night and we will see that the
ruffians do not do any mischief."
. Then, mounting .Major, Dick rode away, lookrng bac]c after a little and seeing the light still
burning in the tower window.

CHAPTER XIII.-The End of An Evil Life.
Reaching the camp of the Liberty Boys without further a dventure, there being the same
crowd in the tavern as when he had u~d jt
before, Dick called Bob and Mark into- his -i;ent
and opened the bag which the robber had dropped.
They found pistols, rings, watches and trinkets
and purses containing gold coins, but in most
cases there was no way of identifying these articles, some of them having monograms or an
initial, very few having the name of the owner
anywhere about them. Dick then told how he
had come into possession of the bag and of the
plot to rob .the old Tory, and of his visit to the
house.
"Most of the Tories I have met would have had
nothing to say to you, Dick," muttered Bob.
"And would have accused him of being in the
plot, besides," laughfld Mark. "This man Grubb
seems to be a different sort from the average.''
"There must be some good men among the
Tories," said Dick. "This man is mistaken in
his ideas and may be too old to c:IJ.ange them.
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I must sa" that he treated me very courteously mother to die among strangers and tried to make
and was glad of our assistance. We must be me steal and lie, but my mother always told
me
there; as I promised, and prevent this robbery." not to do it. What has happened? Why doesn't
Allowing a good hour to get to t~e house with he speak? Did that ugly -man hurt him?"
the tower, which was more than enough, Dick
"Yes, he will not speak any more."
a .. l Bob set out with a dozen of the Liberty
At that moment the old housekeeper- and the
Boys, riding with as little noise a s possible, and
proprietor of the place came out, the old woman
saying nothing while on the way. Passing the ,
taking the boy in her arms.
tavern, they found the place dark and still, not
"Bless hi s heart!" she sai d.
a -light showing anywhere about, and then went
"Come with me, my boy,'' said the old man.
on cautiously and with little noise tJ the house
of the old Tory. Putting their horses in the ( "This is your home. I am your grandfather.
· shade of the trees, some of the boys, led by Dick, I do not think you will find me so terrible. So
leaped the wall and disposed themselves in dif- they could not make you steal? Well, there is
ferent places about the grounds in sight of the no need, but we will say nothing about that.
walk and the tower, Bob and three or four of Your father was mistaken. And your mother
the boys remaining outsi de hidden in corfenient is dead? I am sony for that. We will try and
places. The boys had not been hidden more than make you happy here, and I don't think 'you
a few minutes when the hoot of an owl - was will find me so bad. You are a good boy and we
heard, this being the si gnal to Dick that some will try to keep you so. Come in, it is col<I
one was coming. Presently the bark of a fox out here."
The old man was so kind and tender that the
was heard, and then Dick, in the bushes close
to the tower, saw two men get- over the wall, boy took to him at once and went with him
without question. The wayward son was buried
having a boy with them.
"I don't believe my grandfather lives here at in the family plot and his wild life was forgotten
all,'' said the boy. "You want to rob the place. or at least never a11uded to in the presence of
I won't have anything to do with it. When- the boy who remained with his grandfather, grew
ever you meet this man with the clubbed feet up to be a fine man and inherited the fortune
you do some wrong. I won't have anything to which might have been his father's had he lived
do with it!. You' have tried to make me bad be- a bette:c life. Later, Dick saw the old woman
fore, bµt I won't do it. I will give the alarm. and said to her that her son was dead.
Hallo! hallo!" and the boy suddenly _broke a way
"Which one, captain?" she asked, with a
from his two conductors, ran up the steps, strange laugh.
seized the heavy brass knocker which he could
"Aminidab," Dick replied. "You said the other
just manage to reach and sounded a clamorous was not your son."
summons on the heavy oaken door.
"Well, they were both my sons and they both
"Confound you for a young villain, I will serve
died together. 'Minidab was Lishe and Lishe
you out for that!" cried the man whom Dick
was ' Minidab. There was only one."
knew now to be the scapegrace son of _the old
The Liberty Boys shortly followed Greene in
Tory, and, whipping out a pistol, he aimed it at
his chase of Cornwallis and had many brushes
the boy's head and fired.
The bullet struck the door above the knocker, with the earl, in all of which they behaved
for Dick suddenly leaped from his hiding place with their accustomed bravery. Dan Hunter's
and threw up the man's arm, thus spoiling his father having been killed at the battle o{ Guilaim. The 0th.e r boys rushed out and two of ford, the boy remained at home to take care of
them seized Logan. He drew a pistol and tried his mother and the ·children and did not join
to fire at the boys, but struck his accomplice the Liberty Boys, serving hi s country in other
instead, the bullet penetrating the man's brain. ways and becoming a thrifty, honest farmer, reThen he proke away from his captives, being a spected and admired by all the neighborhood .
powerful man, and ran swiftly toward the wall.
Next week's issue will contain "TH E LIBERTY
There was a shot from the little window as
Logan was leaping over, and he fell into tJ:!e road BOYS ' AND RAGGED ROBI'N; or, THE LITon his head. When the boys picked him up he TLE SPY OF KINGSTON. "
was dead, having broken his neck. He was taken
away, and .then Dick turned his attention to the
boy who had given the alarm.
"Was this your father?" he asked.
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
"Yes, but he was not good.to me; he left my
we will mail you a copy of "Mystery Magazin~."
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CURRENT NEWS
WILD CANARIES IN TOWN
" Wild can aries have made their appea rance in
Medford, Ore., the past week and a re vying with
the sparrows a nd robins in the rush for food on
the st reet s and lawns, alfoough outnumbered by
th ousands .
. The wild canar y is not often seen in towns,
liking t he w oods and rural regions best. One
theory of t h eir presen ce is that they have been
driven fr om the hills by the_,. snow and cold
w eather, which shut off their supply of in sects.
·The wild can a ries are descendants of tame ca naries that escaped from cages, and are of two
species, one a steel gray color and the other with •
brigh t y ellow backs and steel gray underneath.
MANY TATTOO MARKS
Jacobus A. Van Dyn, sailor, of Johnnesburg,
who claims to be the champion tattooed man of
the world, has arrived in this city and is taking
a rest between cruises at -the Seaman's Institute,
Second and Walnut streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
"Jake," as he is known, wears on both shoulders
pictur es of tropical butterflies in full wing.' In
the middle of his chest he carries the massed colors of the Allies. On his inner forearm are the

n a mes of seven companions who were adrift with
h im in t he Iri sh Sea after their ship was torpedoed in 1917.
H er e, th ere and elsewhere over the arms, abdomen , chest and neck a r e gay hued moth s~ dripping daggers, links, hearts and other things. ·

SNAIL 1S SLOW
What do you suppose is the actuai speed made
by a snail in traveling? One foot in four minutes,
or at th e rate of one mile in sixteen days, if trav'
eling continuously.
These are figure s given by George Zahnizer, a
civil engineer of Newcastle, 0., taken from actual
observation .
A short time since Zahnizer was standing along
the Western New York and Pennsylvania Railroad waiting for a train. He had nothing in particular to do and "killed a little time" by timing a
snail wh'ich was creeping along the ground .
That snail traveled just exactly one foot in four
minutes, Mr. Zahnizer says, and compiling distance at the rate of travel shown, Mr. Zahnizer
has figured out that it would require sixteen days
for that snail to move a · mile.

WORTH REA.DING!
"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
Handsome Colored Covers, Sixty-four Pages of Reading Matter,
Fine Illustrations, ·and Good Type
THE STORIES
Mostly detective, mystery and the occult kind. Then there are some about ·
the underworld characters. All these stories grip your interest and pleas~ yo .

THE ARTICLES
They cover every known subject under the sun. They are instructive
amusing, and very inter~sting. Many relate to the greatest marvels ever known:

THE WRITERS
Everything in this magazine is written by the most expert authors, doctors,
professors and specialists in the world.

And the Price Is Only 10 Cents a Copy!
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·HARD TO BEAT
-OR-

A BOY OF THE RIGHT KIND
By RALPH MORTON
(A Serial Story.)
CHAPTER II.
~

In Trouble.

Tom Otis intended fully to obey the mand~e
of his new-found friend and remain on the seat
until his return. He was confused by the great
scene of hurry and bustle about him. He did
venture to walk to the door of the station and
look out into· the street.
It was to him a wonderful spectacle to see the
bustle of the streets and the maze of hurrying
taxi-cabs and other vehicles. He was awed at
it all.
.
Then as he was about to turn back to his seat,
he looked for his bag which he had left there.
It was ~one.
Tom ·h ad forgotten that this was not Wellair,
where people could leave things around safe ly.
He had never dreamed that any one would take
the bag while his back was turned that short
space of time.
Bat some one .had taken it.
He looked about the vicinity in a distressed
manner. The bag held his clothes al\d all the effects that he had in the world. To lose.them was
a calamity.
"" While he was· engaged in looking, an attache
of the depot observed him and grinned and walked
over.
"Well, hayseed," he said, insolently. "What
have you Jost? Left something, did you'?"
' 1Yes, my bag," said Tom, in real distress. "Did
you see any one take it?"
Then an old lady who was seated near, spoke
up eagerly :
"Young man," she said, "was that your bag
that was there on the seat a little while ago?"
"It was," ·Said Tom.
"Well, I guess you have lpst it. I saw a man
with a brown derby hat on pick it up."
"You are a greenhorn, all right," said the station attache, severely. "Don't you know better
than to do a thing ·like that in New York? Why,
you can't leave anything ten seconds about here.
I will call the cop!"
With that, a cop walked over. He asked Tom
a few questions. But the old lady persisted that
the man who had taken the bag went into the
street and that Tom might catch .h im if he went
after him quick . .
Tom did not stop to think of anything else, but
<farteC: out of the door into the street. He ran
t "' the <'Orner of the first street and looked all
l.l bout t.., see a man with a br-0wn derby hat and
a tta~· lirg ba.p;. He stopped a number of people
and a~k\d them questions about him, but they all
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looked at him as if they thought he was crazy,
and laughed and passed on.
"Oh, yes," said one man; "there are seven or
eight of those kind of men up and down the st1·eet.
I have seer. a dozen prown derbys within ten minutes. Tak" your pick."
Tom was in real distress now, for he knew
' that the loss of his personal e·ffects meant much
to him. The thing he most prized was his mother's
picture.
.
But he kept on looking in the throng for the
thief. He did not realize how tar he went, and
he completely forgot all· about hi;:; friend, Mr.
Snell, until a half hour later he came to a halt
in despair where streets crossed into a la1·ge
square.
Then he realized that he was not going to be
able to find the thief and that he had lost his
property forever. He stopped and wiped the cold
sweat from his brow.
But he set his lips tightly and said:
"I can see now what a greenhorn I am. No
wonder they called me that. I guess this will be
a lesson to me. What in the world am I to do?
I have lost my money."
It was tn1e that the most of his money was in
the bag. He had only about a dollar in change
in his pocket.
·
It was really a distressing situat ion, left ad ri ft
in the unknown and big city almost pennile~s and
without friends that he could hope to find. :f-~e
then thought of Snell and asked the way back t o ·
the station.
After much difficulty he managed t o find his
way back by dint of earnest inquiry, an at bst
when he entered the big depot he looked a b,put fo r .
hi s friend Snel l. Of ,course, he was not there.
The drummer h ad come back, and finfling that
the boy was gone, was much disappoin ted and b - ·
lieved that he had decided to go out on his own
hook, which struck him as di stinctly un g ra teful.
It rather angered Snell, and he muttered:
"Well, if the little fool will do such a foolish
thing let him suffer. I am son:y, but it is his
own fault. I will look up the police to-morrow
and see if he has not gotten into trouble."
In the meantime, Tom waited a full hour long-er
in the station. He then decided that his friend
had decided not to come back. He felt rather
desolate and homesick. But he thought' of J ose phus Jones and his hopes arose as it occurred to
him that he would find a welcome there and h
could tell him about his troubles.
It was not that Tom Otis lacked se!f-relianc
or grit, but he knew that Jones had u rged him to
call upon him when he came to N ew Yo1·k. He
had described hi s mansion on Fifth avenue and
assured Tom that he would do all inhis power to
entertain him and to help him g et a job.
So it was not strange that the country boy
should seek his friend \ who had made all thes
representations to him. But where wa Fi fth
avenue? He determined to find out.
Leaving the depot once more, Tom walked
down the street. He accosted a man, asking :
"Will you please tell me where Fifth avenue
is?"
(To be continued)
Send us a one1.cent stamp to c ver postage, and
we will mail you a copy of "Mystery Magazine."'
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
ENGLISH SP ARROWS IN ALASKA
The English sparrow this spring has invaded
Alaska for the first time. Reports received in
Seattle, Wash., from Ketchikan say that several
pairs of these hardy pioneers have taken up
homesteads in awnings there. No one seems to
have ever seen any of them there before.
For fifty years the English spanow has been
gradually working Westward and has become acclimated up and down the Pacific Coast from Mexico to Alaska. It is known to have arrived at
Philadelphia about 1868 and was first seen in the
Pacific Northwest ten years ago.
In the Puget S.ound country, it remains all wint er and it is likely that it was during the winter
that pairs migrated to Alaska or else they made
an easy jump from places in Briti sh Columbia.
A pest everywhere, tb..ey have made themselves
unusually irksome in tli'e big wharfs and docks
in Seattle. They make a large amount of litter
in the upper braces of these buildings, the loose
matter dropping into freight and express.
SURGEON

CUTS LIVE WORM FROM
HORSE'S EYE
One of the most remarkable opetation s in the
history of veterinary surgery has just been performed by Dr. George Waddle, Kalamazoo, Mich.,
who removed a live worm known as a filiria
equine, -from the left eye of a horse.
The worm was about two inches in length. It
was easily discernible through the enlarged pupil
and against the dark background of the retina.
It was the first eye worm ever found by Dr. Waddle in his thirty-eight years' experience in the
United States and Canada, although the affliction
is not an extraordinary one in Europe.
The operation was exceedingly difficult because
of the delicate nature of the tissue, but the worm
was extracted in fifteen minutes through the application of local anaesthetics. The surgeon believes that within a short time the horse will recover full u se of its eye. The worm is developed
from a microscopic g erm carried to the eye by the
blood and lodged in the peculiarly formed sac in
the equine eyeball until it is fully developed as a
worm. The horse is said to be the only animal in
which the development of an eye worm is possible.

umns and probing its bill into e.very crevice, and
he actually carried on a very effectiw~ work.
One morning, however, as an official of the
museum was passing, an attendant remarked to
him that it looked very much as if the bird were
d_one for, an_d a subiect for the museum's collection. Glancing in the- direction indicated by the
attendant the officer saw that the bird lay panting on its side at the bottom of one of the
column s.
"Catch a fly," said the scientist to hi s attendant, as _he took the ~ird into his hands. The fly
soon b_emg forth~on;nng, it was hdd 1m the -point
of a pm t~ the bird s beak, and to the surprise of
b?th men the creeper bit at it voraciously. That
didn't look as if the little fellow were about to
die. The scienti st was much perplexed and wondered what was the matter with the bird.
The~, turning the bird over in his hand, he
found 1t. had been entrappe~ in a large spider's
;veb, which had bound the wmg and tail together
m ~uch a manner as to preclude flyirrg. It looked
as if some old, wi.se spider had resented the bird's
work of: e~termmation and had purposely ensnared him rn a trap.
.
The queer bandage was removed and the bird
d.arted out of the building and was soon lost to
sight.
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THE IVORY TRADERS
. By D. W. STEVENS
Tom Luff was first mate and part own~r of
the brig Fearless . and one of the jolliest, boldest
tars that ever spun a yarn or reefed a topsail.
His craft was in the ivory trade, and so it
happened that one day in. February, after a Ion~
and tedious voyage, Tom looked over the taffrail
as they entered the Congo and watched the canoes of the natives swarm about the ship with
much satisfaction, for lialf his journey was over,
and if this trip proved as profitable as the last
the sea would know him no more, but sweet Nellie
Blinn should double his joys and divide his sorrows in a snug little home far away before another twelve months rolled round.
Captain Budds, Tom's sup.erior o~cer, knew
of his mate's hope and longings, and shrewdly
determined to utilize them.
The ivory trade was very profitable, but the inlapd trip to make the necessary purchases was. a
beastly piece of business.
Usually the captain had preformed it, taking
with him half a dozen of his crew for a guard
and a hundred or more river negroes for porter;;,
but he desired to escape the hot and dangerous
jaunt this time, and with this idea accosted the
mate:
"Tom, I'm off the hooks-I'm strained, and out
of trim. I need docking; and am not fit to make
the up-country trip for a week. But the Congo is
a bad place to lie longer than one must, and I
will tell you what I have been thinkip.g. You
might do the buying this time, seeing that you
are interested, and in a hurry, t_oo, and let me
k eep ship. You will do as well, if not better, than
I could myself. What say you?"
Poor Tom was too deeply in love to hesitate
~~

.

Anything which would hasten his return home
he was willing to do, and so it was arranged that
h should depart for the jvory marts the day
following. ·
Five of the sailors accompanied him, and with
t hem went eighty Congoes, to carry the barter
and bring back the purchases.
Early morning found him upon the move, and
with guides, porters and guards, in three days
h had penetrated forty miles into the interior
1t o the native village of Ovampa, meeting with no
a dventure other than the loss of ohe man while
.
crossing a stream.
A Ovampa barter was had for two days, and
t wenty of the blacks turned back with two sailors
t o convey the ivory purchased to the brig·.
The others continued some fifty miles farther
into the country towards Batta, where large
st res of the precious commodity were to be had.
Here again trade was successful, and almost
without an unpleasant moment, aside from the
t errible heat, Tom closed his purchases, and
started with sixty well-laden negroes towards
t P.e coast agllin.
He . had been absent twelve days; in twelve
d ays more he should be on deck; then stow cargo,
and away.
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His heart was joyful.
The homeward route was different1 from th~
outward one, being shorter and to the south of
the other, passing the country of the Yungos .
For ,five days he moved steadily onward; for
five nights his men slept without alarm.
But upon the morning of the sixth day, a Yungo runner overtook him on his way from the
hill country to the yillage of Banza, where the
chief of -the tribe dwelt, and reported bad news ..
The Jinjes, a 'fierce and warlike n-ation from
the east, were• approaching the coast, burning,
killing, eating all before them.
Already hundreds of captives were in their
train; they had sacked the village of Batta, recently visited by the ivory buyers, and knew of .
their presence in the country; and the cannibal warriors were in hot pursuit of t,_h~ white men.
Through all its bronze Tom's f'at::e turned pale.
He looked about him.
Sixty unarmed, cowardly blacks, now half palsied with fear, three sailors with repeating rifles ,
and cutlasses, and himse]j, to protect two thousands pounds' worth of ivory and their own lives
from an army!
"How soon will they overhaul us?" he a sked the
Yungo.
"Before night," the man replied through an in·
·
terpreter.
"And they will surely kill u s if they catch us?"
he continued.
The fellow nodded vigorou sly, and then added:
"And eat you, too."
Tom turned to his porters.
"Every nigger for himself. Carry the tu sks
as far as you can right along the trail towa rds
the river, then hide them in the bushes. Th
man that d~ivers his upon shipboard shall have
double pay. Save yourselves as best you may.
Go."
Then, addressing himself to the sailors, he
said:
"Boys, it's not much u se fighting, and it is too
far to run. We must hide. Perhaps the black
thieves may miss us after all."
The inen agreed with him; and having made
sure that the porters had disappeared, Luff and
his companions turned northwards from the trail,
and plunged into the most impenetrable · fore st
to seek the deepest covert possible,
"It's a poor chance, mates," said Tom, "for
those villains can follow like hounds; but if they
find us, we will fight untir we die, anyhow. Don't
let them capture us, for they are cannibals."
The others readily a ssented-no ma n likes to be
cooked and eaten-and they continued their laborious fli ght.
An hour brought them to a more open country,
and two hours to a great plain covered with tall
grass and reeds, near the center of which 1·ose a
castle-like mass of ragged rocks.
Tom uttered a cry of joy.
"The very place. If we can scale that, boys,
we can defy the beasts even if they find us. We
have fifty rounds of ammunition each, and our
rifles will carry better than their bows. Once
sheltered in these rocks we are safe. Captain
Budds will be after us with fo r ty of the crew if
any of our party ev r r each the ship. Come on."
New courage inspired the men.
(

(
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F oll owing the brave mate, they dashed through
t he tall grass, thoughtless alike of reptile or beast
that might there lie concealed, and were soon at
t he f oot of the )edge.
T hen they surveyed it car efully from all sides,
a nd, t o their great joy found but one possible
p oint of a scent.
" Sling your guns, my hearties!" cried Tom.
" Sling your gu ns and mount."
Quickl y obeying him, they scrambled like monkeys up t he ragg ed side, creeping, crawling, climbjng with hands and fe et , until a t last they stood
together upon a little shelf a lmost at the summit. Then they h alted.
"There. N ow let 'em come!" said Luff, seating h imself. " Only one a t a time can use th at
stairca se, an d we'll 't end to .him before he g et s
here. We're out of r ange of their arrows and
spear s, an d before they c;m sta:rve us the captain
will be here with the rescue party. Boys, keep
up a good hea1·t . We are safe. Arrange a watch
and put me in, but I mu st rest now," and closing
hi s eyes, he was ins.t antly a sleep.
It lacked two· hours of night.
Dick Longstreet, one of the men, proposed that
both t he others should also sleep, while he ·alone
wat ched.
·
" One's enough," said he, " 'and I'll wake ye at
moon-rise."
Seating himself where his eye could cover the
country over which they had just passed, the sailor began his v igil.
He felt su re th at the Jinj es would fo llow them,
and he was particular ly anxious to draw t r igge r
cm the fi rst black head that appeared in th e t all
grass below.
•
Longstreet had been in Africa befo re, and it
was said had suffer ed captur e and imprisonment
once by some of t hese very coast t ribes.
It was revenge which a nimated t he man now.
He had not Jong to wait, for his suspicions we1·e
correct.
The Jinjes did follow th em, a nd just a s the sun
di sappeared behind t he distant mountain-tops in
t he Quango country, he saw a dar k line of warri ors issue from the for est, and beg in to wind
slowly across t he plain towards his post.
Without moving, a deadly glance lit his eye,
and he rai sed his heavy r ifle to his face and
waited.
But not for long.
When the a dvance guar d of the negroes was
wit hi n a h un dred y ards of the r ock Longstreet
pressed the t r igger .
The r oar of the piece was mingled with the
sta rtled cr ies of his companions behind him, the
wild death-shriek of the wretch who was hit, and
a mad choru s of yells from the ·a stounded Jinjes,
who inst an tly filled the air with a flight of arrows
and t hen fled towards the forest, but not until
I}.- second, a t h ird, and even a fourth had bitten
t he dust before t he sailor's unerring aim.
The battle was fairly opened.
" Ye shot well, Dick," said Tom, a s he examined
h is own weapon, "and we must all do so. No
bullets to waste hel·e. The villait/ s will make a
charge just in the twilight. If we tip 'em over
f ast enough, t hen they'll keep away until morn7
.
ing. "
The mate was r ight.
·
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Just a s the sµn had fairly hidden himself the
blaclcs issued from the woods in great numbers
and dashed through the grass towards the rocks,
_,yelling and waving their spears.
.
Under Luff's orders the little quartette waited
until the great surging mass .had swept cl?se up
to their citidel, until a single file of climbers
strove to a scend the very path by which they had
reached the summit, then they fired.
Volley after volley of balls from the repeating
weapons pierced the unprotected enemy.
The scalers were swept away a s foam before
the breath of the wind, the lines about the foot of
the rock wavered, writhed, and then broke, and
as the leaden storm continued the whole mass of
savages, with great cries of rage and fear, fled
a second t im'e towards the shelter of the forest.
The night attack was repulsed.
"We can rest now until sun-up," said Tom,
thr owing himself upon the ground. "We must
have finished a good number of those beasts.
They won't come again soon. It's a-by heaven!
Wha t's that?"
He sp ran g to his f eet again, and pointed towards the di stant forest.
A sudden fl ame had sprung up and was running
along the dr y grass.
"The demons have fired the jungle. If the wind
holds it will drive the flames directly upon us
here."
'
·
"But there's no grass up here," assured Dick
Longst r eet. "The fire cannot climb these bare
rocks."
"No," r eplied the mate, "but the terrible heat
and den se smoke will suffocate us, and beneath
the cover of the fire the blacks will attack us
a gain. We are lost!"
But Longstreet had suddenly arisen, and with
a sailor's weather-eye, was scanning the dark
heaven s above and beyond the fi r e.
"It comes ! It comes ! The wind shifts! See!"
he continued and he pointed towards the plain
below. "The flames turn! Ha! now, villains,
you shall be roasted in your own furnac e !" and
he shouted aloud.
It was. true.
The wind had suddenly shifted, and was now
blowin g a gale from the opposite quarter of the
heavens.
The .'.fire, urged backwards, was already surrounding the swarming, writhing army of the
Jinj es, whose cries of t error and despair rang
above the roar of the flames, a nd in less time
than it takes to tell it, the fierce and dea dly
danger that ha9. menaced the white men had
proved their salvation.
,
The forest and plain became a great furn ace,
and the African army was in the midst.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Midnight looked down upon a blackened c~ntry, gleaming here and there with bits of flame,
and dull, dying coal; morning showed i;he sailors
an open pathway of escape.
And as they trod the yet heated earth, and
clambered over the charred ruin of the forest,
all about them lay the blackened, twisted, burnt
remains of their enemies.
.

)
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
CAUGHT BIG SHARK
An 850-pound shark was caught in a net in
J ones Inlet, L. I., the other day. C. E. Ewatling,
a fisherman saw the huge fish entangled i1.1 the
net, and with the help of eight other _men killed
it, after an hour's .work, and brought it t o shore.
Sharks infested these waters i-n 1916·.
SN EAKED UP ON HUGE TROUT
A brown trout weighing 81-4 pounds, 2 feet _4
inches long was sho.wn recently as a catch from
Broad Br ook, East Hampton, Mass., by Grn~t
Craig a boy of fifteen -years. When young Graig
hooked the big fish he ti_ed his line to ..a tr~e ,
jumped into the water and grabbed the prize with
both hands.
-
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Between the outside and inside fittings there
is a tubular channel with a slit in the bottom
to allow the passage of the wards. This channel
in German is called "Schlusselzufuhnl.ngsschiene,"
or literally "key-conveying rail," a word long
enough to insure the prevention of burglary: The
housebreaker is unable to determine the position
of the locking mechanism, nor can he open it with
a false key, a wire brush or a strip of lead. To
blast it open is . out of the question, a s the explosive would fall out through . the slit in the keyway made for the passage of the ward.
. The flexible key is not as unwieldly as one
might expect, because it can easily be rolled up
into a spiral and put into a neat case to fit the
pocket of its legitimate proprietor.

LAUGHS
"I u nderstand when Smith went out for the
first time in his new machine he struck quite a
gait." " I believe he struck about a dozen gates
befo re he finished the ~achine."
"Has your piano an automatic attachment?"
queried the persistent agent. "No, it ain't," said
the lady of the house, "but it has a sheriff's attachment, and I reckon that's enough."
'.'Be mine .. I cannot live without you." " Bah!"
said the heiress. "You have lived without me
f or years." "True," retor ted the Duke "but the
cost
of living has gotten to
me at last ."'
;
r
Schoolmast er ' (at end of obj ect lesson-)-Now,
can any of you tell me wha t is wat er? Sma ll
and Grubby Urchin-Please, teacher, water's
what turns black when you put your 'ands in it!

A quack doctor was holding fo rth about his
GIRL, 16, IS BOOTLEGGER
"medicines" to a rura l audience. "Yes gentleMiss Sarah Levi, sixteen, youngest ·per son men," he said, "I have sold these pills ''.for over
ever brought before .the District Court, of Spring- twenty-five years and never heard a word of comfield, Mass., on a liquor charge and who admitted · plaint. Now what does tha t pr ove?" F rom a
that she had saved $1,500 while supporting sev- voice in the c·r owd came: "Tha t dead men tell
eral brothers and sist er s from the profits of the no tales."
moonshine business, was fined $100 and r eceived
a suspended refor matory sentence recently.
"Wha t is this civil service business tha t they
The court ruled that she must remove from her
present home in a locality where much moonshin- are always _talking about ?" asked the Boob.
"What. does it do?" "It's like this," r eplied the
ing has been brought to lig4_t.
Cheerful Idiot. "If you have a job a nd yo•1 are
1'.ot _under civil service, .they can fire you any
FLEXIBLE KEY TO F OIL PICK-LOCK time they want· to. But if you have a job under
civil service, they can't fire you unless they want
BURGLARS
A flexible key, on'e that will go into and work to."
in a tortuous hole, has been developed in Germ;my, says Scientific American. The many robWhen the butcher answered the telephone the
beries that are constantly reported everywhere shrill voice of a little girl greeted him: "Hello!
have created a demand f or such a key. The I s th;:lt Mr. Wilson?" "Yes, Bessie," h e a n swered
wards and the bow are not connected by a stiff kindly, "what can I do for you?" " Oh, Mr . Wilstem, but by four superimposed strands of ribbon son, please tell me where grandpa's liver is ! The
steel which prevent any sidewise movement when folks are out and I've got to put a hot flannel on
the key comes into play. Thus there need not be it and I don't know where it i,s."
a straight-way between · the escutcheon on the
front of t_h e door and the actual keyhole in the
lockcase, which can be fixed at an entirely differSend us a one-ceqt sta mp to cover postage, and
ent level, and the point of introduction for the we will mail you a copy of "Moving Picture
Stories."
.key is independent of the locking point.
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FROM ALL POINTS
•
RAT KILLS BIG SNAKE
· A fi:ve-_foot water snake was killed by a big rat
on the river bank, Seaford, Del., in a half hour
battle. The victor slunk into the bushes nearby
oadly winded, but little harmed.
,
The snake had crawled out on the mud flat near
the railroad wharf to sun itself wJien · the rat
attacked. Curling, it repeatedly struck at the
rat; but rarely drove its fangs through the fur.
'J'.he. rat . kept. up. its fight with quick rushes,
i;:pr mgmg m to mfl1ct a gash · with •its teeth and
leaping back when the snake struck. Dur ing the
whole half hour the fight raged fiercely.
When the snake had worn itself out the rat
sprang on it with all four feet and, taking a
tight hold with its teeth, br oke the snake's back.
Railroad employees viewed the fight, · but the
cQmbata nts paid n o attention t o them.
STRANGE OCoU P ATIONS
Out in Uncle Sam's back woods of Oregon and
Washington there are a flock of curious industries
giving livelihood to many folks. ·
Among these strange jobs is that of gathering
the cast-off antlers of deer, elk and moose. These
:relics that annually fall from the forest creatures
a r e utilized. by a fi:rm in T acoma, W asl1., in the
manufacture of cribbage boards, napkin rings,
knife and umbrella handles and other articles.
The pay for a pair of antlers is about $1.
.
An unusual occupation e:ngaged in by a number
of men is the searching for and gathering of lily
bulbs, fern roots, shrubs of various kinds, seedlings of evergreens and wild flowers for Eastern
nurseries.
The Nol"thwest woods yield beautiful wild yellow lilies known as H umboldt a11d va1·ious shades
of pond or water lilies, one especially possessing
h uge pads, upon which moose and musquash feed.
Side money is earned by forest rangers in late
autumn by scooping up ladybugs from their dens
in t he mountains. These insect eaters congregate
a fte r the first frost in r ocky crevices and become
dor mant. The foresters gather them and put
them into boxes until nearly spring, when they
a r e sold to orchardists t o p1·ey upon plant lice.
PINEAPPLES HAVE STRANGE COUSINS
The pineapple bel~ngs to a very interesting
family of plants, called the Bromelaids, all of
which are purely American, and n one of which
were known 1n the Old World until imported
from the New. Most of these are natives of Brazil. T here are about thirty species of this family
o:fi exhibition in the greenhouses of the Brooklyn
Botanic Garden, and this is the best time of the
year to visit them.
.
The pineapple is tl_le only member of the family that produces a large fruit formed by thickening its flower axis and by inclosing its seeds in
fleshy b r aces. It is also peculiar in the fact that
1t grows on the earth, instead of up among the
branches of trees or on rocks, as do nearly all its
relatives. These are like the or chids in many reBDects; they draw no sustenance from the earth

through their i·aots but live on rain. This they
catch in .their leaves, which alle r olled into perfectly water-tight reservoir s.
Some of them have very beautifully colored•
leaves, others brilliant and showy flowers ; and,
strange as it may seem, the Florida "moss'"·
which hangs in festo ons from trees in the Southern States is one of this family and a first cou .
sin of the luscious pineapple.
· ENGLAND'S "LOST MONEY" .
There is treasure in London awaitin g t he taking. Millions of pounds of " lost money" ·1s hidden away in the Government treasury, and so fa r
as is known nobady owns it. Every three years
the Chancery Division of the High Court of J ustice in London issues a long list of tl1e variou s
funds in court tQ which there are no known claimants.
These funds have come into the court in different ways, some of them in large amounts, some
in small, and in every case t he money is the legal·
property of some person, but the· identity of the
owner is unknown. T hese a mounts, collectively,
are known as "the dormant f unds." The money
has been accumulating for 2QO yea rs.
"The dormant funds" have been the basis fo r
·the springing up in London of a strange p rofes~i on whose members earn a living by tracing
down unsuspecting heirs and offering to prove .
to them that they are owners of fortunes. It is
no easy professi on. A t remendous . amount of
work must be done in searching fo r an heir. The
fi:rst procedu re of the men is t o discover which
particular fund is of a large enough amount t o
make investig ation wort h while, and to get thi s
information a girl is constantly employed in the
Court Records office digging ou t all possible details.
Frequently it is the case that a year or two
years is spent on a su ccessful search for a n .heir .
The search occasionally leads t o America or t he
British colonies on the trail of a n heir who perhapsJeft England 100 years ago. .
The authority on which th e " dor mant funds"
are held is in an act of Parliamen t of 1723.
If the person thinks he or she is the legal heir
to a part of the funds it is still very difficult t o
get it. Frequently old ladies writ e and inclose
some such proof as a copy of a letter writ ten by
a father or a grandfather, asserting that his heirs
could get £50,000 by writing t o t he court. This
is too little proof.
After all, the best way t o get money out of the
"dor!Ilant funds," if it is due, is to put the mat~
ter mt<> the hands of the professional treasure
hunters. They know that fuller proofs are re-·
quired.
Now and then attempts by fraud are employed,
but such efforts are rarely successful.
Send us a one-cent stamp t o cover postage, and
we- will mall you a copy of "Mystery Magazine."
. ·,, ,
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_GOOD READING
"MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME" NOW STA.TE
GAME REFUGE
Kentucky can now be included among the
States having State game refuges. By proclamation Governor E. P. Morrow has set a side
the old Rowan home at Bardstown, where Foster
wrote "My Old Kentucky Home." It comprises
an estate of 236 acres, heavil y wooded and well
adapted to bird , protection. Dr. R. S. Tuttle,
executive agent of the ·K entucky Game and Fish
Commission, says it is an ideal spot for a bird
refuge. The commission has alread y stocked the
place with bob-whites, which are doing well. The
State will also construct a fish hatchery upon the
t he property for rearing pond fish.

AN IRI SH SEA SERPENT
This being the time for the _annual Spring crop
of sea-ser pents the public in London is being regaled with a new one of Irish nationality.
Its Irish name is the "Gorramooloch." It
can not only swfm and lash its tail in orthodox
s ea-serpent .manner, but reports from the West
Coast of Ireland, where it is alleged t o have
been seen frequentl y, eredit it with the po wer of
.
flight.
According to inhabitants of the wilder parts
of the coast of Connemara, Mayo and Donegal,
the "Gorramoo~och" frqu entl y turns up for exhibition stunts, principally at n ight. It is described as being shaped like a· porpoise, 100 feet
long, and rushing throug-h the water wit h t he
speed of an express train . Occasionall y it would
GRASSHOPPERS FLY TO SEA
leap out of and forward over the water a disA number of large grasshoppers were picked t a nce equal to its own length. When it f ell back
up at sea 600 miles from land by the shipping t'tito the sea again the splash was said to so und
board freighter West Himrod, on her recent trip like the crack of a three-inch gun.
The fact that these creatures -are not seen
from the Orient.
Besides the An sects that alighted on the decks more o~te~ is beca u s ~, it · is explained, they a pthe sea was dotted ·with those that had fallen pear prmcipal!y at mght. It is then that they
go ahunting after the gannet, a sort of sea-g ull.
.
from sheer exhaustion.
The grasshoppers were capable of doing enor- When they see one flying near the surface of
mous damage to vegetation because of their the · ocean the y leap out · of the water 40 or 50
g iant proportions, being an avei:age of three · f~et and·, gl~ ding, b y th_e aid C?f their lar g e winginches long. T hose brought in by the ship's of- like- fins, guided by their vertically- set tail br ing
'
ficer seem equipped with large air sacs in addi- down the bird.
Fishermen, curiously enough , consider the aption to the regular breathing tubes. Local biologists declare such grass}.oppers are able to fl y pearance of the "Gorramooloch" to be a sign of
long distances, then alight on the wa'ter, being bad luck, though it has not yet been repor ted t o
be cannibalistic. But there is another brand of
,
bouyed up by the a ir sacs.
It is believed the flight of insects came from sea-serpent whic!h they fear mofo a s a sign of
one of tbe islands of the Aleutian group, where ill .ome~. This one is yclept the "Bo-dree-more."
the y are usually very abundant in spring mo nths. It IS said to be a hug~ whale-like animal , so la r ge
arrd po_werful t hat It chas~ ~ whales for sport.
Accordmg to local SU,.Perstltion, the sigh t of a
"Bo-dree-more" means certain ill-luck fo r t he
ALL H I S LIFE IN D I TCHES
men and the craft who s~ot it.
It might be said, and truthfully, that the
greater number of the working hours of WilSend us a one-cent stamp t o cover postage and
liam G. (Gas) Wood's life of more than eighty&ix years have been spent in a di t ch, for this we will mail you a copy of "Mystery Maga;ine."
111till -hale and hear ty man of Fairmount, Ind., has
been digging ·ditches all his life. More than that,
Musical Handsaw
h'e is still digging ditches and he hopes to continue, for he t hinks there is no more health givGreatest Novelty of the Age_
ing occupation in the world than ditching.
Grant County, in which Fairmount is situated,
is level country for the most part. In early
pioneer days, before the land was dr ained, it
was damp and swamp y. But now its fields, almost a s r ich and productive as fe r tile la nd, has
"blind" ditches. In this dra inage scheme which
h as been under way for almost a century, Mr:
If you can ca rry a tune lo you r head, yo u can Jea r u
LW ood has had a big part.
to p lay t his iu strumeot, and secure a j ob on t ile stage
To .a ci ty bred man it might appear that no at
a g ood sa la ry. No mu sical educa tion necessary
unusual ability is r equired in so simple a matter St ruck with a s pecially made m allet the per fect ly tem:
a s ditching, but in ditching, as in everything pered sa w produces loud, clear, rich t on es like a 'cello
sa me effect may be h a d by u sing a violin bow 0 ~
:worth while, there is a right way and a wrong 'l'he
t he ed ge. Any tune ca n be pla yed by the wondcntul
rway, so says Mr. Wood, who long ago found the vibra tions o! the sa w. It requires two weeks " prac Mce
to make you an ex pert . . When not playin g y ou can
right way t o put down 'a ditch.
In spite of the fact that he ·wm be eighty-seven l~~~~u~~t~'t.tbe s a w. It Is a useful tool a s well as 11 ftae
iyears old next Ju ly, Mr. Wood's services are still
P r ice of Sa•v. llta llet an d Instructlon s . . .. .. . . . . $6
preferred over those of younger men by many
.. _,.,
e m{lloyers in this community.
H ARRY E. WOLFF,· 1 1~~)V. 23d St .• N,~W:, rork
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CHINESE
DENTIST S
PULL TEETH
WITH FINGERS
Although . the
Chinese b o a st
that nothing is
new to them, and
that all the arts
and sciences ar·e
old
stories
in
China, it is still
true that for operations in dentistry we would
hardly care to go
to a Chinese.
The work ' of
old-time Chinese
dentists is ludicrously primitive.
The operator ext ract s all teeth
with his fingers.
From youth t o
manhood he is
trained to pull
pegs
from
a
wooden b o a r d ,
and this trainin g
changes the. aspect of the hand
and gives him a
finger grip that is
equivalent t o a
lifting power of
three
or
fou r
hundred pounds.
For toothache
he employs opium, peppermint
Sometimes he fills
and
clove
oil.
Sometimes he fills
teeth, but he does
it so poorly that
the fillings fall
out aiter a few
months.
There is an element of superstition in his work,
for he asserts
that all dental
troubles are
brought on by
tooth worms, and
he always shows
the nerve pulp t o
the patient as
such a worm. For
humbugging purposes also the
dentist
carries
about in his pocket some white
grubs, and after
he has extracted
a tooth he shows
a grub to the sufferer as the cause
of all the trouble.
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$2500 REWARD
For the Capture of An Unknown_Man
Finger Print Detective in,surprisingly short time.
Twice he had entered the St. Clair Mansion. What
was he after? Who? What waa in danger?
Berteau, the famous detective had warned St. Clair
that the my•teriou# marauder would com• 11rin.
For a limited time we are making a s pecial offer of
And now-a noise in the passage I The creak of an
a Profe•5ional Fint1er Print Outfit, absol utaly Free.
opening door. A shot in the dark! A capture!
and
Free Cour•s in Secret Service Jntelli11enc•.
Is this wounded stranger the mysterious intruder? Who
Mastery of these two kindred professions will open
could tell? Yet· Berteau identified the man without
a
brilliant
career for you.
hesitation and won the $2500 reward.
How di1 he do it? Easy eno~for the Finger
Write quickly for fully illustt:ated fr~e book on_ Finger
Frint Expert. He is the
,,,
Pants which explams this
specialist. the !eader. the
nn ~
wonderful training in detail.
cream of detectives. Every ,VI•
Don't wait until this offer
day's paper tells their won·
bas expired - mail the couderfol .exploits ~n solving
pon now. You may never
mystenous crime~ and
~'Da•n
secthisannouncementagainl
convicting dangerous
lfiil ,
I•
lfiil j •
You assume no obligation
criminals.
- you b ave .,verytbiug to
gain and nothing to loi:e. Write at once - address

Free Course in Secret Service

R

y d 1 OU " e a
' Pri t&pa-..t?

More Trained Men Needed

The demand for trained men by governments, states,
cities, detective agencies, corporations, and private
bureaus is becoming greater every day. Hete is a real
. opportunity for YOU. Can you imagine a more fasci·
nating line nf work than this? Often life and death
depend ui>on finger print evidence-and big rewards
i:.<> to the expert. Many experts earn regularly from
'3,000 to $10,000 per year.

Learn at Home in Spare Time
And now you can learn the secrets of this science at
home in your spare time. Any man with common
school education and average ability can ibecome a
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Josephv:fnderson

1·r

AM just the average man-twenty-eight years
old, with a wife and a three-year-old youngster.
I left school when I was fourteen. My parents
didn't want me to do it, but I thought I knew more
than they did.
I can see my father now, standing before me,
pleading, threatening, coaxing me to keep on with
my schooling. With tears in his eyes he told me
how he had been a failure all his life because of
lack of education-that the untrained man is always __
forced to work for a small salary-that he had
hoped, yes, and ,prayed, that I would be a more
~uccessful man than he was.
·
But nor My mind was made up. I had been
offered a job at nine dollars a week and I was going
to take it.
That nine dollars 'looked awfully big to me. I
didn't realize then, nor for years afterward, that I
was b~ing paid only for the work of my hands. My
brain didn't count.

I

HEN one day, glancing through a magazine, I
came acros~ the story of a man just like myself.
He, too; had left school when he was fourteen years
of age, and had worked for years at a small salary.
But he was ambitious. He decided that he would
get out of the rut by training himself to become
expert in some line of work.
So ht got in touch with the International Correspondence Schools at Scranton and started to study
in his spare time at home. It was the turn in the
road for him-the peginning of his success.
Most stories like that tell of the presidents of
great institutions who are earning $25,000 and
$50,000 a year. Those stories frighten me. I don't
think I could ever earn that much. But this story
told of a man who, through spare time study,-lifted
· himself from $25 to $75 a week. It made an impression on me because it talked in terms I could
understand. It seemed reasonable to suppose that
I couTd do as well.
·
I tell you it didn't take me long that time to mark
and send in that familiar coupon. Information
regarding the Course I had marked came back by
return mail. I found it wasn't too late to make up
the educ'ation I had denied myself as boy.
I was surprised to ffnd out how fascinating a
home-study course could be. The I. C. S. worked
with me every hour I had to spar.e. I felt mys~lf
growing. I knew ther~ was a bigger job waiting
for me somewhere.
Four months after I enrolled my employer came
to me arid told me that he always gave preference
.o· men who' 1tudied thei'r jobs-and that my next
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salary envelope would show how much he thought
of .the improvement in my work.
Today, my salary is more than 300% greater than .
it was when I began my studies. That increase has
meant a better home and all the luxuries that make
life worth while.
What I have done, you can do. For I am just an
average man. I had no more education to begin
with than you have-perhaps not as much. The
only difference is a matter of training.
O every man who is earning less than $75 a
week, I say simply this :-Find out what the
I. C. S. can do for you!
It will take only a minute of your time to mark
an.d mail the coupon. But that one simple act may
change your whole life.
.
If I hadn't taken that first step four years ago
I wouldn't be writing this message to you today!
No, and I wouldn't be earning anywhere near $75
·a week, either I
_..
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SCHOOLS

SCRANTON, PA.

Without cost or obll,ation please e:ro1ain how ·1 can qual1f7 fot
the J)OSition. or Jn the subject before which I have marked an X :
ELEC. ENGINEER
OBUSINESS MANAGEM'T
~l:~~;/~ Wfr~~i~1g & Railways
ili1v~~~t~~igi:
Telegraph Engineer
0 Show Card & Sian Pt&.
· TeleDhone Work
D Railroad Positions
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
0 ILLUSTRATING
Mecha nical Draftsman
D Cartooning
Machine Shop Practice
§Private Secretar:r
Toolmaker
Busi ness Correspondent
Gas Engine Ooerat1D1
BOOKKEEPER
CIVIL ENGINEER
Stenoerapher & 'ryplat
SurveyJn1 and Mapping
Certifled Public Accountant
~llNE ~'OREMAN or ENG'R
~TRAFFIC MANAGER

i
~
i

B
B

~fa~fu~o~:e1't~.~NGINEEB

1

;

ARCfilTECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Bu1lder
Structural Enaineer
PLUMBING & HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Overseer or Supi.
CHEMIST
Pharmacy

..

~~~::i~~c1!fc~'!:aot

GOOD ENGLISH
Common School BubJHtl
. .
Railway Mail Cltrk
AUTOMOBILEB
Mathematica
Navigation
AGRICULTURE88panhh
Poultry Ralslnc
Banlllne
OAirplane En1ine1
~CIVIL SERVICE

Name ....................................................... A ................. : ...... ...... ............. .

Street
&-& • ..• •
and No. ........ ............................, .............................................................
Clt)' ...... ..........,;..................................... ltata .............: ........................ ..
()ccupatlon _____ ,,,,..........______,,,,__,,.,....._ _ ._ _ _ _
Pereana .redeUno 4n Oonoda 11ouZ4 .end t1'b o<Hlpon to ., • ., lnt.,nali<>nol Oorr••f>On4•nu S.Aoolt Qilno4ion, Limil•d, MonlT••I, O • -

..

•

M

(
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THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

- - LAT.EST ISSUES - -

Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost ><::very Subject

1076 T ·h e Liberty Boys' E'orced March; or, Caught in a
T errible Trap.
1077 " D efending Bennington; or, Helping Genera l
Strtrk.
1078 " Youug Messenger; or, Storming the Jersey

NAPOL E ON'•s O RACULUM AND D K EAl\I
No. 1 .
BOOK.- Containing the g reat oracle of human destiny; also the true meaning ot almost any kind ot
dreams, together with charms~ ceren1onies, and curiou•
Bntterf Ps .
g:ames of cards.
and the Indian Fighter: or, Saving the South1079
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.- Tbe great book ot
ern i:lettlers.
Hnnnlng l?ight; or, After the R edcoat Rangers. magic and card tricks, containiug full iustruction on all
l080
leading card tricks of the d ay , also Ute most popula r
tbe
1081
ll'ighting Doxstader; or, Th e Destruction ot
magi cal illusion s us performed by· our Ie1tdiug magl·
Currytown ..
every boy should obtain a . copy of this boob:.
clans;
and the Miller; or, Routing th.e Tory Bandits.
1082
Chasing "Wild Bill"; or, !rig hting a My•terious
No. S. HOW '1'0 FLIIiT. -The a1·ts and wiles of
1083
Troop.
nirtation a re f ully ex plained by this llttle book. Be1Q84
Hidden Swamp; or, Hot '.l'imes Along the Shore. ' sides the various m ethods of handkerch ief, fan, glove,
end the Black Horseman ; or, Defeating -a Dan ·
1085
paras ol, window aud bat flirtation, it contains a tull list
gerous Foe
of the language and sentiment of flowers.
After the Cherokees ; or, Battling With Cruel
1086
No. 4. HOW 'J.'O DANCE is the title ot this little
Enemies.
boob:. It contains full instructions in tile art of dancing
River Journey; or, Down th e Ohio.
1087
etiquette in the ballroom and at parties, how to d.ress:
at East Rock; or, The Burning ot New Haven . and tull directions tor calling otr iu all 1>01>ular squart1
1088
In tbe Dr; l\vned Lands; or, Perilous Times Out
1089
.
dances.
,
West.·
No . 6. HOW TO MAKE L OVE.- A cbmpiete guide
on the Commons; or, Defe~ding Old New York.
1090
maniage, givini; sens11Jle advice,
and
courtship
love,
to
Point.
Stony
at
Flght
10\ll
Sword Charge; or, The
rules and etiquette to be observed, with wany curio us
After Su John ; or, Dick Slater's Clever Ruse
1092
not generally known.
things
Interesting
•
nnd
Fort
ot
Doss
'l'he
or,
lJoing Uuard Duty;
1093
•
\Vnshlngton.
No. 6, HOW TO B ECODlE AN A'l"HLETE.-G ivlu&
1094
Chasing a Renegade; or, The Worst Man. on , fu ll instrucLJOns for the use of dumlJuells, ludia u clulJ9';: .
·
th e Ohio.
parallel !Jai·s, norlzontal bars and various other metboda
atHl thr. I•'o rtune Teller; or, The Gypsy Spy
1095
of developing 11 good, healthy muscle; containing over
ot Harlem.
sixty ill us<rations.
Guarding Washington, or, Defeating a British
1096
No. 1. H OW 'l'O KEEP JSIR D S.- Handsomely lllus Plot.
tra~ed and coutafn1ng tull lns tructious ior the m1U1ageand Major Davie; or, Warm Work In the Meck·
1097
me11t and training or the canary, mockrng IJlrd, bobotln k,
Jen burg Dl•trlct.
,
iJJacklJil"d, pal'OljUet, parrot, etc.
1098 " Fierce Huut; or, Capturing a Clever Enemy.
No. D. HOW ·.ro BECOME A VENTIULOQU l S 'r.Betrayed: or. Dick Slater's False Friend.
1099
eading this
r
!Joy
intelligeut
;;very
.
Kennedy
Harry
By
1100 " on the . Uarcb: or, Atter a Sllppery h'oe.
IJook or instructions can master the art, and c1·eate au y
1101 " W l ntn Camp; or. Lively Tim es In the North.
the greut·
is
amou11t of tun for himselt an,d friends. It
A~/nged: or, Tbe Traitor's Doom.
1102
est IJook ever published.
Pitched Battle; or, The Escape ot the Indian
1103
No. 10. H OW T O BOX.- '.l'be art or self-defense
.
s".
Contaiuing over thirty illustrations ot
made eaoy.
J~igh t Artillery; or, Good Work At the Guns.
110-1
" anrl "'Whistling Will"; or, The Mad Spy ot guards, l.Jlows, aud the dill'erent po•itions of a govd
1105
l.Joxer .. !!;very I.Joy should obtain one of tlrnse useful and
Paulns Hook.
rnstr uctive !Jooks, as It will teach you how to box wltv1106 " Undergro und Camp; or, Jn Strange Qi:arters.
out an instructor.
1107
Da11d y Spy; or, D eceiving- the Governor.
HOW TO WRI TE l.9 VE-I,ET T EKS.- A
No. 11.
ll08 .. Gunpowder Plot; or, Fnlling by An Inch.
most . cou1plete little lJook, containi ~ full . directions for
1109 .. Drnmm e r Boy; or, Sounding th e Call to Arms.
writing love-letters, and when to use them, dviug s 1>ecl·
lllO . .. Hunniug the Blocknde; Ol", GPtting Out of New
wen lette r s tor young and old .
York.
:No. 12. HOW TO WULT.E LETTERS 'l'O LA Dl ES.1111 " anrl Capt. Hu ck; or, Routla l!" a Wicked Leader.
an fl the Liberty Pole; or, Stirring Times· In the Givwg coUJplete instructions !dr writing letters to
1112
ladies on all subjec ts; also letters ot introductiou, uoted
Old City .
1113 " and the Masked Spy; or, The Man of M.vster .v. untJ ret1ue:st8. •
on Gallow~ Hill; or, • A Daring Attempt at
1114
JS'o. 13. HOW TO DO IT; or, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.
Rescue.
- I t is a i;reat lite secret, and one that every young
1115
and "Black Bess"'; or, Tl1e Horse that Won
man desires to know all alJouc . '.l'bere's happineoa
a FIA'hL
in it.
1116 " and Fidd ling Phil ; or; Making the Redcoats
N u. 14. JJ.OW TO MAKE CANDY,- A com pl ete band ·
Dance.
book for w~ing all kinds of candy, ice-cr eu m, sy rn 118,
ll17 " On the Wnllkill; or. The Minisink Massacre.
cs8euces, etc., eLc.
1118 " and the Fighting Quaker; or, In the Neutral
No. 17. HOW TO DO l\IJ!:CHANICAL 'J.'UICKS Ground.
)119 " Bravest D<'ed; or, Djck Sinter's Dnring Dash. Containing c~mp l et~ Instructions for pe rforming o~er
ann tbe Blac k Giant; or, Helping " Ligl1t Horse su:t y mechumcal tr1ck~. l!'ully llJustrated.
'1120
No. 18. HOW TO BECO;\lE BEAU'.fU"OL.-One ot
Harry."
the IJriglJtest and most valuable little hooks ever given
t o Ute world. Everybody wishes to know bow to beFor sale by all newsdeal ers, •> r w ill be ~ent to a ny
ad<l r eHs ou receipt of p r ice, ·7 c pe r co p y, In 1non ey or come beautiful, both male nun female. '.l.'he secret I•
11imple, 811d utmost costless.
vostage stamps", by
HOW T O ENTERTAIN AN EVENING
. No. 20.
HA'RRY E. W OLFF, Publlsber, Inc.
PAltTY.-A cowplele compendium of gam es sports
ca rd diversions, comic r ecitations, etc. , suitable' tor par:
New York City
166 West 2Sd Street
!or or drawrng-room entertainment. It contains mo re
Cor ti.le money t~h a.ny book pu blisbed.
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT ANIJ 1''ISH .- Tbe most corr.•
plete bunting and fishing guide ever pu bllshed. It contains full in structions al.Jout guus, bunting dogs, traps,
trapping and fishing, together with d escription of gam•
and fish.
Prlee II -c-t. Per C!OPJ"
No. 23. HOW 'To EXPLAIN t;I REAMS.-Tbis little
book gives the explanation to nil G:inds ot dreams toTilt• book contains all th" m ost recent change• ln tb.,
'
with lucky aucl uufncky days. .
gether
m ethod of construction a nd eubm lsston ot acenartos.
8 l xt7 LeHons, coverins every pbae., ot ece n nrto wrltany
to
t
n
Re
be
will
or
s,
r
le
Df\VSdea
ll
a
by
safer
o
F
lns. l!'or aale by all N"wedea ler s and Booket or es.
a d dre-ss on recei1>t of price, l Oc. p e r copy, In
It 700 cannot p rocure a copy, sendt n1 tbe price,
m on~y or t.tnmJ)8, by
111 centll. ln m one7 or postnire stam pe, and we will
matt TOD one, p ostage frt1e. AddreH
H ARRY E. WOLFF, P ublisher, Inc.
L. llll:NAREllfl5,, !19 8e-renth . -re., New York, '\'· Y.

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

166 West 23d Street,

.

New York

